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PAMSEkáM
Volume

"With Malice toward None, wkh Charity for All, and with Firmncsa in the Right"
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico, Saturday, September 4, 1920."

XVII.

AMERICAN LEGION DANCE
The dance given last Saturday
night by the American Legion, Roy
Post, wag quite a success both socially and financially. The Legion had
been planning on the dance for several weeks, but had not decided on Saturday night until late in the week,
but all that is necessary to get a nice
crowd to a dance is for the dance to
be given by the American Legion and
such an announcement means a good
time and one of those you wish for.
The hall was crowded and the dances
were full of vim and not a dull minute during the whole evening. The
music was furnished by the Springer
JAZZ band with Melville Floersheim
at the drums and was full of pep.
Quite a few from Springer, Mills, Solano and Mosquero were present and
enjoyed the evening. The American
Legion realized a nice sura from the
dance and wish to thank the public
for the aid given them.
F. C. Yarbrough of Texas is visiting his brothers, W. C. and R. L.
Yarbrough, in the Sabino neighborhood this week.
A big sale of livestock will be held
at the W. W, Day sale yard next Saturday afternoon. Some fine spans of
horsee and mules will be sold at this
sale.

PUBLIC

SCHOOL

.

NOTICE COMMERCIAL

On account of delay in getting
building ready and also delay in
receipt of a portion of the school
furniture the School Board of Roy
find it nessesary to delay the
of school for 1 week. The
books are here and a part of the
furniture and the rest should be
here in the next few days so school
will start Monday morning Sept.
13th in the Lucero building. Watch
next weeks paper for a full an
nouncement of the work, teacher
etc.
Mrs. A. C. Branch who has been
visiting her parents and family, Mr.
and Mrs. S. B. Worley the past week,
returned to her home in El Paso Sunday. She did not say, but we could
sure tell from her talk that she still
thinks there is no place like Roy.
A large shipment of desks and other school furniture arrived last week

and the board have unloaded same in
the Lucero building and are busy now
setting it up and getting the building
ready for school.

DEMOCRATS

CLUB

MEETING
A meeting is called for Wednes
day evening at 8 P.M. of the residents of Roy and vicinity for the
purpose of organizing a commercial club at Roy N. Mex. If you
are interested, be present. Tnis
means you. Meeting will be held

at the

S--

Office.

A

COURTNEYSALEA

HUMMER

The Courtney sale 5 miles N. E.
ottown last Wednesday was a
crackerjack everything sold tis
top and Mr. Courtny is congratulating himself on the prices he
received at his sale. One team
brought $382.00 ana 1 mare sold
for $372. 00 and everything brot
dandy priees except cattle. Auc
tioneer Johnson and clerk
were also well pleased
with the days work. This being
Johnson's 1st sale since 1911.
However he convinced the public
that he had not for gotten the
game.
Krab-bensmi-

dt

's
BEYOND THE LAW.'Emmet
famous picture positively will
Editors Schultz and Johnson were
ELMER NEIL
be at the Roy Theatre next Monday
attending to business matters in TuMOVES TO SPRINGER and Tuesday. Price 25 and 50c.
cumcari Monday.
Elmer Neil has purchased a 160
acre tract of land 3 miles east of
We want a correspondent in every
James Christman is at Sipe Springs
Springer. Sixty acres of the land is School District on the Mesa' to gather
under the Springer Ditch and the news for us and receive subscriptions. .this week looking after his oil interfarm is a dandy. Elmer and family If you can help us, let us know and ests. Jim has shipped his well rig
and from syndications Jim ought
moved to their new home Wednes- we will make all necessary arrangeto make a fortune down there in the
day. We are sorry to lose Mr. Neil ments regarding commissions, etc.
oil game.
and family and we commend them to
Miss Avis Wilson of Mosquero left
the good people of Springer and the
Mrs. W. H. Willcox is at Monte
neighborhood to which they have for Wellington, Texas, Sunday where
she will enter a business college and Vista, Colorado, at present, visiting
moved.
prepare herself as stenographer and relatives and taking a vacation. She
has been up there for three weeks and
Don't forget the Virgil Anderson bookkeeper.
is surely enjoying her vacation. She
sale 3 miles south of town next Wednesday. Virgil is offering a nice line
Irvin Ogden Sr. is having a well will be back the latter part .of the
of stuff and intends to clean up all drilled on his farm southeast of town week.
his farming apparatus.
and making other preparations getMrs. W. T. Scott left for her home
ting ready to build him a modern
at Alexandria, Mo., Thursday, after
Mary Hern left for Shawnee, Okla., ranch home.
spending three pleasant weeks with
Sunday, where she will become a
The farmers elevator is beginning her sister, Mrs. J. M. Ames, east of
nurse in the City Hospital at that
,.
u
v
to show up quite auspiciously and town.
place.
with good weather conditions should
J. Floersheim and wife are back
A. M. Woodward of Tucumcari, N. be ready to receive wheat in 30 to
home after an extended trip of severM., is a new reader of the Spanish-America- n 40 days.
al months in Texas and California.
this week. A. M. used to
's
Mrs. R. P. Woodward of Tucumcari The trip was made for Mrs.
be located at Solano but is now sechealth and we are glad to retion boss on one of the Tucumcari came up from Tucumcari the latter
part of the week to have her child- port that she has improved wondersections.
ren's tonsils removed at the Plumlee fully and that the trip has been of
great value both to Mr. and Mr3.
James Ovie Smith, son of J. L. hospital.
Smith of Rock Springs neighborhood,
Floersheim's health.
A sister of Mr. John Weisdorf er
but now living at Dalhart, Texas,
Wednesday from Kansas to
stopped at Roy the first of the week
SEWING CLUB PARTY
on his way to California, where he spend a few weeks visiting the
Henry Krabbenschmidt was
Mrs.
south of town. We were unwill enter school preparing himself
to
hostess
the sewing club, one of
for the Methodist Ministry. While able to learn her name.
girl's
auxiliary
clubs cf the Mesa,
the
Miss Ethel White and her baby
here he visited at the Smith and
evening.
The
Wednesday
on
last
Wright homes.
brother and sister left for Iowa
club members were all present, and
the
spend
will
they
Thursday where
they had invited a number of the
W. W. Day, whe has been in the winter visiting their Grandma and atmembers of the Pig Club who helped
hospital at Dawson the past few days, tend school.
the Sewincr Club to spend a most
returned home Friday but is still in
pleasant evening. The evening was
best
the
of
one
Tobler,
U.
John
very poor health.
games, as
farmers of the whole mesa, was in spent in playing outdoor
Another heavy rain north of Roy Roy Wednesday and Thursday. John the night, lighted by the full moon,
has made the ground too wet to plow came up to get the mysteries of the was almost ideal, and their mirth and
laughter proved that they were havagain. It is reported that nearly two First Degree of Odd Fellowship.
ing a grand time. After a couple of
inches of rain fell in less than an
hours of pleasure the young folks
her
for
Hardwick
left
'Thursday.
Delia
Mrs.
hour last
home in California Thursday after were invited into the house and all
When are we going to organize the spending several weeks with .relatives enjoyed a dandy lunch served by Mr.
Commercial Club? Let's call a meet- here. Mrs. Hardwick was formerly and Mrs. Krabbenschmidt. All left
ing and get busy at once; don't wait Miss Delia Towers of this place.
tit a late hour thanking their hostess'
for the pleasant evening spent. Mrs.
for the other fellow get busy yourof
Krabbenschmidt is chairman of the
student
former
a
self.
Mary Wright,
the Roy schools, left Roy Saturday to girl's Sewing Club and that she is
Chauneey DePew, who is a soldier attend Columbia University at Co- making good is shown by the success
in the regular army and who has been lumbia, Mo. Miss Wright is a Junior the club is haVjgig.
spending several weeks visiting and in the Missouri University at that
helping his parents, returned to the place.
camp at Fort Bliss, Texas, Sunday.
Dal-ton-

..--

:

Floer-sheim-

'

d

Weis-dorfe-

rs

NAME

STATE TICKET
The Democratic State Convention
is a thing of the past and a good,
strong ticket was named.
The nominees selected by the con
vention 'embrace some of the most
brilliant men in the state men who
have had much to do in public affairs
in the state's history.
For governor, Judge R. H. Hanna
of Albuquerque was named.
udge Hanna was elected at the
first state election in 1911 to the office of Supreme Judge, and his nomination as candidate for Governor by
this convention was unanimous.
For Lieutenant Governor, J. D. At-wood of Chaves county.
For congress, Antonio Lucero, of
Las Vegas. Mr. Lucero was elected
at the first state election to the of
fice of Secretary of State, and he succeeded himself in 1916, his term of
office 'expiring January, 1919. He
is one of the most widely known men
in the state of New Mexico.
For .supreme judge, H. L. Patton
of Curry county. Mr. Patton served
two years, 1917 and 1918, as Attorney General. He is an able lawyer,
a brilliant man, and his qualifications
for. the office are undisputed.
For" secretary of state, Florencio C.
de Baca of Las Vegas. He is an able
man and well known throughout the
state.
For land commissioner, H. L. Kerr,
of Luna county. Mr. Kerr is at the
present time state senator from his
county.'
For treasurer, Henry Slack of Mc- Kinley county.
For auditor, Carlos Manzanares, of
Rio Arriba county.
For attorney general, R. C. Dow, of
Eddy county.
For superintendent of schools, R.
S. Tipton of Otero county.
For corporation commissioner, Mr.
Brown.
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TWO GOOD GAMES

The people of Roy and surrounding
communities had the pleasure of witnessing two crackerjack games o
ball at the Roy ball park last Sunday
afternoon.
The first game was called at 2 o'clock and was between Mills and
Solano teams. Each team had come
prepared to clean up on the other
and the game started off with a
pitchers' battle from the start.
was in the box for Solano and
Smith for Mills, and either pitcher
allowed but a few scattered hits, but
with a few errors and the few hits,
made, Solano dug up six scores and
Mills cleared the home plate 8 times.
The game was full of pep at all times
and kept the large crowd full of good
humor.
It had been previously arranged
that Roy was to play the winning
team and when the first game was
over, the second game between Mills
and Roy started immediately. Cates
was in the box for Mills and Hester
for Roy. The game started off with
i score for Mills, the first man up
making the score, and then well
it's too bad but Mills never again
found the home plate, and satisfied
themselves with the one score. Roy
worked hard throughout the game
but the very best she could do was
to get two men home and thus the
score stood 2 to 1 in favor of Roy
when the smoke cleared away. It
was sure some game and highly appreciated by the crowd which had
been watching the games for hours.
We intended to publish a box score
of the games but were unable to get
same before going to print.
The pames were witnessed by quite
a number of visitors from Mills, Abbott, Solano and Mosquero.

STORM
As we go to press we learn
that a terrible hail storm pas
sed thru the Pleasant View
Brand and Liberty neighbor-hood- s
last evening.
We
are unable to learn particul-ars- ,
but at Boulwares practic
ally everything is destroyed
and 20 window lights broken
At J. W. Johnsons the windows
were broken
knocked

and holes

thru the iron roof

were
on

the barn. We will give particulars next week.
.

Miss Helen Russell returned home

from Albuquerque the latter part of
the week after spending a couple of
weeks with friends in the Duke City.

'

Claude Smith and family returned
to their home at Dalhart, Texas, after
a few days' visit with Roy relatives.

Mr. Sanchez, the bookkeeper of the
Roy Trust and Savings Bank, left for
his home at Santa Rosa last Friday,
where he has accepted a position with
the Guadalupe County Clerk. Mr.
Sanchez' home is at Santa Rosa, and
he made the change so that he might
be at home.

Saturday was a big day in Roy; the
will open for streets were lined with cars "all day
the year's work next Monday morn and the sidewalks were almost impassable with crowds. Yes, the mering.
chants all did a big business and
Roy will have a regular Western everyone wore a smile Saturday evenUnion operator in the near future, in ing.
fact, as soon as a competent man can
be rfecSred: The work has gotten so
Lightning struck the residence of
heavy that the Western Union finds Arthur Farris 8 miles east of Roy last
it necessary to have a man devote all Wednesday. No one was hurt alhis time to the work. Now let's get though the house was considerably
busy with a petition and have a down- torn up. Arthur considers it a streak
town office located.
of luck that no one was hurt.
J. S. Candelario, the big Curio man
Dr. R. C. Daniels, who has been
from Santa Fe, visited at the Lum- bach homes last week. Mr. Candel assisting at the Plumlee Hospital for
ario is a brother-in-laof P. J. and the past several weeks, is visiting and
Dan Lumbach.
attending to business matters at Clayton this week. The Dr. will return in
F. O. White and family left for a few days to resume his practice at
their new home at Cisco, Texas, last the hospital.
Thursday. He left his auctioneer
work in charge of W. G. Johnson and J. W. SCOTT AND
will be back at different times to asJOHN FESSLER SELL OUT
P. H. Connelly of Dacoma, Okla
sist him in the work.
homa, purchased the J. W. Scott and
John Fessler homes last week. Mr.
Letha Gray, who has been quite Scott received $8,000 for his home
sick for the past week with tempor- 320 and Mr.
Fessler $4,000 for his
ary paralysis, is reported some better 160 acres. Both of these places are
at this writing but is yet a long ways well improved and we believe Mr.
from being a well girl.
Connelly made good purchases on the
deals. Either place is but a few miles
E. F. Henry has returned to Roy,
from Roy, have good wells and no
where he is going to make his future
doubt Mr. Connelly will double his
home. Of course he is back on his
money within the next few years. We
old job smearing the white mud and
'understand Mr. Connelly will make
is at present plastering the new home
his future home on the Mesa as soon
of Postmaster Johnson.
as he can close up his business in
Oklahoma.
He has been looking over
The Misses Mabel, Christina and the Mesa for weeks looking for choice

TheSisters

NEW CEMENT CROSSINGS
understand that the Village
Board is considering the matter of
placing cement crossings at several
street intersections within the near
future and also placing several cement culverts where they are needed
over town. Inasmuch as school will
be held at the Lucero building on the
main street, the new crossings should
be built at once and not delayed until the fall rains start. The matter
will probably be decided at the next
regular meeting of the Board, which
will be held next Monday.
We

School

A. S. Hanson of the Springer Trading Company was looking after the
business of the Rey Trading Company the latter part of the week.
Tom Turner of Mills was trading
with Roy merchants Saturday.

Editor Floersheim of the Springer
Times took in the American Legion
dance here last Saturday and visited
relatives over Sunday.

W.'L.
left for

Russell and Homer Holmes
Roswell Tuesday as dele-

gates to the State convention of the
American Legion. They will be gone
for several days and will represent
Roy Post of the American Legion at
the convention.

J. A. Troxell of Amarillo, Texas,
was a pleasant caller at this office
Mr. Troxell represents
last week.
Tractor people and is
the Hart-Pawell pleased with the outlook for the
sale of his tractor on the Mesa.
Anderson Bros, are agents at Roy
for the Hart Parr tractor and will be
Petra Lumbach left for Santa Fe last lands and we believe he has made an glad to tell the public about its wonSaturday, where- they wfll attend excellent choice.
derful power.
We have not yet learned what Mr,
school this winter.
Scott or Mr. Fessler is going to do,
E. A. Chavez of Route A city callbut we hope they will decide to stay ed on the
and ordered it sent to
Edgar Floersheim is back again at
on the mesa.
his home for 15 months.
his work as Rural Letter carrier on
Velter Jones, (formerly a me Route One. Edgar has been on a
s'
vacation during which
chanic in the Rov Garaore) was
E.
Leatherman carried
Ernest
time
drowned in the colorado river at
mail.
the
Colorado Tex. Sunday eve. 5 o'clock Aug. 22
Everybody is going to attend the
Velter with a crowd or boys B. R. Reeder sale next Tuesday east
was trying to swim me river of Roy. Rock is a mighty good felwhich was high because of rains. low and has some dandy stuff to be
It is supposed that he struck a offered at this sale. Be on hand at
10 o'clock, as the sale will start at
whirl pool and went down.
Sept. 4
that time.
day
searched
being
is
The river
rr

drowned'

S-- A

0

three-month-

...

For steady reliable farm power,
use the

CASE

Saturday Only

and night, but the body has not
Irvin Ogden
of the
been found.
has smiles all over his
Manv friends will be Bhocked face this week ,the cause being
as well as grieved to learn of his that Holder Bros, completed a 115
death.
ft. well where he is building his
home, and water, well, they
new
The following were guests at
pump it dry-- - and why not
can't
the John Cofeen home north west smile.
of Roy last Wednesday; The Mes- dames T. E. Mitchell. F. A. Roy FORD TRUCK OWNERS
E. A. McMinimy and the Misses
Buy Goodrich Silvertone
Dorthy Divers, Carrol Mitcie!
Cord
tires for your truck.
and Betty Mitchell. A very plea
We have them.
sent daV was spent with the hos
ranch
home.
beautiful
LIBERTY
GARAGE
her
tes at
ex-edit- or

Built in

three

sizes-pri- ced

moderately.

gJRussel Company
ROY

S--

Ryzon Baking Powder .
'.. (one'pound to
a customer)

30c jiound can

Pearl White Laundry Soap
(10 bars to a customer)
White House Coffee

5c a

bar
57c

a pound

(Watch this space every "week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

0

.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"CROOKED TRAILS
AND STRAIGHT
By

(Copyright

by

O. W.

CHAPTER

William MacLeod Raine

Dillingham Company.)

far as Casa Grande a- d see what's doing."
A Cleanup.
This was about two o';lock In the
A slight accident occurred
tit the afternoon.
The game dragged on for
Jnil, one so unimportant th;i Scanlau a wbUe, hut nobody, took any Interest
the jHller did not think It orlh re- In It. Sam bud to get ready for the
porting to hla chief. Blackwell, while work of the bight, and the rest were
eating, knocked a glass from the tahle anxious to get out and give him a
and broke It on the cement floor of his chance. So presently Dick threw do'vn
cell.
Uls curds.
From the little table In his room lie
"I've had enough poker for one sespried loose one of the corner braces. sion. Me, I'm going to drift out and
At night he scraped awny at this with see what's moving In town."
his bit of glass until the wood begnn
"Think I'll snooze for a while," Sam
to take the shape of a revolver. This said, stretching sleepily.
he carefully blacked with the Ink "The others trooped out and left hlra
brought blin by his guard. To the end alone. From the room rented by Davis
of his weapon he fitted an Iron washer the three watched to see that Sam did
Then he not leave without being observed
taken from the bedstead.
He
waited for his opportunity.
did not appear, and' about six o'clock
His chance came through the good- Curly went back to his room.
nature of Scanlan. Blackwell pre"Time to grub," he sang out.
tended to be out of chewing tobacco
"That's right," Sam agreed.
and asked the guard to buy blin some.
They went to the New Orleans nash
About ten o'clock Scanlan returned House and presently Davis and Maand brought the tobacco to his pris- loney also arrived. The party ordered
oner. As he passed the plug through a good dinner and took plenty of time
the prating Blnckwell's fingers closed to eat It. Sum was obviously nervous,
around his wrist and drew the man hut eager to cover his uneasiness unclose to the Iron lattice wors. Simul- der a show of good spirits.
Curly finished eating Just as Sam's
taneously a cold rim was pressed
second cup of coffee came. Flandrau,
against the temple of the gunrd.
"Don't move, or I II fill you full of who hnd purposely chosen a Beat In
the corner where he was hemmed In by
holes," the convict warned.
Scanlan did not move, not until the the chairs of the others, be;nn to feel
man In the cell gave the word. Then In his vest pockets.
"Darned If I've got a cigar. Sam,
he obeyed orders .to the letter. Ills
right hand found the bunch of keys, you're young and nimble. Go buy nie
fitted the correct one to the door and one at the counter."
"Sure." Culllson was away on the
unlocked It according to Instructions.
Not until he was relieved of his wea- Instant.
Curly's hnnd came out of Mi pocket.
pon did Blackwell release him. The
Jailer was backed Into the cell, gagged In It was a paper. Quickly he shook
with a piece of torn bedding and left the contents of the paper Into the
lockpd up ai securely as the other had steaming cup of coffee and stirred the
liquid with a spoon.
been a few minutes earlier.
Sam brought bark the cigar and
The convict made his way downstairs, opened the outer door wllh the drank bis coffee. Without any unnecbunch of keys he had taken fron. Scan- essary delay they returned to his room.
lan, locked It behind blm and slipped When the party reached the room the
Into the first alley that offered refuge.
r
Two hours Inter he stole a horse from
an Irrigated ranch near town. Within
twenty-fou- r
hours he had reached the
Soapy Stone horse ranch and safety.
After this the plans for the raid on
the Texas, Arizona & Pacific flyer
moved swiftly to a head. Soapy Stone
and Sam dropped Into Saguache Inconspicuously one evening. Next day
Stone rode down to Tin Cup to look
over the ground. Maloney telephoned
their movements to the Circle C and
This brought to
. to
the llnshknlfe.
Saguache Luck Culllson, Curly Finn
drau and Siats Davis. Bucky O'Connor
had been culled to Dotiglas on Important business and could not lend his
help.
Luck, Curly and Dick Maloney had
already ridden over the country surrounding the scene of the projected
holdup. They had decided that the
robbery would probably take place at
the depot, bo that the outlaws could
get the agent to stop the flyer without
arousing suspicion. In a pocket of the
hills back of the station a camp had
been selected, Its site well back from
any trail and so situated that from It
one could command a view of Tin Cup.
The owner of the Circle C selected
riders
three of his
They Found
Black
Sweeney, Jake and Buck were the In Hit Pocket
Mask.
ones he chose to hold the camp with
He rubbed
him until after the robbery. The only boy was getting drowsy.
signal they needed was the slopping of his eyes, yawned and slumped down.
the Flyer al Tin Cup. Then they would HIS lids wavered, shut. Jerked open
come pounding down from the hills In again, and closed slowly.
"Wake
me up, Curly time for
time to catch the robbers before they
train." And with that he was sound
had got through with their work.
or Curly would be on the train asleep.
They took off his boots and settled
to take a hand In the battle. Caught
by surprise, Soupy's gang would surely him comfortnbly. In his pocket they
found a black mask big enough to
be trapped.
cover his whole face. The registered
So they planned It, but it happened
that Soapy Stone had mnde his ar- letter could not be found and they
he must have destroyed It.
rangements differently.
The sight of the mask had given
Luck and his riders took their blankets and their traps down to Tin Cup Curly an Idea. He was about the same
Why- - not go In his
according to agreement, while Davis, build as Sam.
Maloney and Flnndrau became very place? It would be worth doing Just
friendly with Sam. The boy younger to catch sight of Soapy's face when he
than any of then was flattered that took the mask off after the robbers
three of the best known riders in the had been captured.
"What's the use?" Davis protested.
i territory should make so irfiieh of him.
"It's an unnecessary risk. They might
Toung Culllson had stopped drinking, but he could not keep his nerves shoot you In place of Sam."
companions
"I'll look out for myself. Don't worHis
Jumping.
from
watched hi ra so closely that ne was ry about that. Before the time for
never out of the sight of at least one getting rid of Sam comes Mr. Soapy
of them. Soapy had decreed the boy's and his bunch will be prisoners."
They argued It out, but Curly wns
death by treachery, but his friends
He
were determined to save blm and to set and- could not he moved.
end forever the reign of Stone as a dressed In young Culllson' clothes and
with Maloney took the express at
bad man.
It was one day when the four young 9:57. Davis remained to guard Sam.
Curly'8 watch showed 10:17 when
cowpunchers were sitting together In
Curly'8 room playing poker that a spe- the wheels began to grind from the setcial delivery letter came to liara. The ting of the air brakes. He was In the
others, to cover their excitement, start- last sleeper, Dick In the day coach
ed an argument. Presently Sam spoke, near the front. They had agreed that
Dick was to drop off as 10011 as the
as Indlfferertly as be could.
'Got the offer of a Job down the train slowed down enough to make It
line. Think I'll run down tonight as safe, whereas Curly would go on and
I

.

;
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CURE WAS TOO REALISTIC
Physiclan

Had Failed to Allow for
Imagination of Tuber--

ed, plenty of sun. But he was much
too poor to Indulge In this kind of cure,
culous Patient
so I had to find another way.
"What did you do then," nsked his
The young doctor was relating to
his relatives some of the surprising hearers, "some new cure, perhaps?"
"Hypnotism," the medico replied.
cases with which he had to deal.
"One patient I had," he said, "was "I had a large sun painted on the cellvery weak and III. Nothing but a holi- ing of his room and by suggestion
day In the south of France would have made him think It was the. real sun
cured him. It was sunshine he want pouring down on him. It worked beau
Over-Vivi-

d

play Sam's part until' the proper time.
The train almost slid to a halt from
the pressure of the
brakes. A volley of bota rang out.
Curly slipped the musk ovjr his face
and rose with a revolver In each hand.
He had been sitting at the end of the
car, so that nobody noticed him until
his voice rang out wllh a crisp order.
"Hands up! Don't anybody move!"
An earthquake shock could not have
alarmed the passengers more. The
color was washed completely from the
faces of most of them.
"Reach for the roof. Come, punch
a holo In the sky 1" To do It thoroughly, Curly flung a couple of shots
through the celling. That was enough.
Hands went up without nuy argument,
most of them quivering as from 'ail
Arkansas chill.
Presently Cranston herded" the passengers In from the forward coaches.
With them were most of the train
crew.
"We're cutting off the express car
and going forward to 'Dobe Wells with
It. There We can blow open the safe
uninterrupted," Bad Bill explained.
"You herd on the passengers here
from the outside till you hear two
shots, then hump yourself forward and
hop on the express car."
Fine! Curly was to stand 'out there
In the moonlight and let anybody lu
the car thnt had the nerve pepper
away at him. If they did not attend
to the Job of riddling him, his false
friends would do It while he was running forward to get aboard. Nothing
could have been simpler If he had not
happened to have hud Inside Information of their Intent.
He had to think quickly, for the
plans of hlra and his friends had been
deranged. Thev had reckoned on the express car being rifled on the spot. This
would have given Culllson time to
reach the scene of action. Now they
would be too late. Unless Curly could
stop f, the holdup would go through
according to the program of Soapy
and not of his enemies.
The decision of Flandrau was Instantaneous. He slid down beside the
track Into the long grass. Whipping
up one of his guns, he fired. As if In
answer to the first shot his revolver
ciacked twice. Simultaneously, he let
out a cry of pnln, wriggled back for a
dozen yards through the grass, and
crossed the track In the darkness. As
he Crouched down close to ttefjfieel
of the sleeper some one came running
back on the other side.
"What's up, Sam? You hit?" he could
hear Blackwell whisper.
No answer came. The paroled convict was standing close to the car for
fear of being hit himself and he dared
not move.
"Sam," he called again; then, "He's
sure got his."
That was all Curly wanted to know.
Softly he padded forward, keeping as
low as he could till he reached the
empty sleepers. A brakeman was Just
uncoupling the express car when Curly
dived underneath and nestled close to
the trucks.
From where he lay he could almost
have reached out and touched Soapy
standing by the car.
"What about the kid?" Stone asked
Blackwell as the latter came up.
"They got him. Didn't you hear him
yelp?"
i
"Yes, but did they put him out of
business? See his body?"
Blackwell had no Intention of going
back Into the fire zone and making
sure. For his part he was satisfied. So
he lied.
"Yep.
Blew the top of his head off.'
"Good," Soapy nodded.
"That's a
receipt In full for Mr. Luck Culllson."
Before many minutes the engine began to slow down. The wheels had
hardly stopped moving when Curly
crept out. plowed through the sand, up
the rubble of a little hill, and Into a
draw where a bunch of scrub oaks offered cover.
A voice from In front called to him.
Just then the moon appeared from be
hind drifting clouds.
"Oh. It's you, Sam. Everything all
right?"
"Right as the wheat. We're blowing open the safe now," Flandrau an;
swered.
Moving closer, he saw that his questioner was the man In charge of the
horses. Though he knew the voice, he
could not put a name to Its owner.
But this was not the point that first
occupied his mind. There were only
four horses for five riders. Curly knew
now that he had not been mistaken.
Soapy had expected one of his allies
to stay on the field of battle, had prepared for It from the beginning. The
knowledge of this froze any remorse
the young vaquero might have felt.
hard-Jamme- d

tifully, and in a very short time lie
praciically well. Then one day
he died."
"Then It really failed after all?"
murmured the listeners.
"No," answered the medical man.
"It wasn't a failure. He died ef sunWas

stroke!"

He pushed his revolver against the
teeth of the horse wrangler.
"Don't move, you bandy-leggemaverick, or I'll fill your hide full of
holes. And- If you want to keep on
living padlock that mouth of yours."
In spite of his surprise the man
caught the point at once. He turned
d

-

ovpr his1 weapons without a word.
Curly unwound a rope from one of
the saddles and dropped n loop round
the neck of his prisoner. The two men
mounted and rode out of the draw, the
outlaw lending the other two horse.
As soon as they Veached- the bluff
above Flandrau outlined the next step
In the program.
"We'll stay here In the tornllla and
see what happens, my friend. Unless
you've a fancy to get lead poisoning
keep still."
"Who In Mexico are you?" the Captured pian asked.
"It's your showdown. Skin off that
mask."
The man hesitated. His own revolver moved a few Inches toward his
head. Hastily he took off the mask.
The moon shone on the face of the
man called Dutch. Flandrau laughed
Last time they hud met Curly had &
rope around his neck. Now the situation was reversed.
An explosion below told them that
the robbers had blown open the safe.
Presently Soapy's voice came faintly
to them.
"Bring up the horses."
He called again, and a third time.
The dwarfed figures of the outlnws
stood out clear In the moonlight. One
of them ran up the track toward the
draw. He disappeared Into the scrub
oaks, from whence his alarmed voice
came In a minute.
"Dutch ! Oh, Dutch !"
The revolver- - rim pressed a little
harder against the bridge of the horse
wrangler's nose.
"He ain't here," Blackwell called
back to his accomplices.
That brought Stone on the run.
"You condemned Idiot, he must be
there. Ain't he had two hours to get
here since he left Tin Cup?"
They shouted themselves
hoarse.
They wandered up and down In a vain
search. All the time Curly and his
prisoner sat In the brush and scarcely
batted an eye.
At last Soapy gave up the hunt. The
engine and the express car were sent
back to Join the rest of the train and
as soon as they were out of sight the
robbers set out across country toward
.

Cause of Cotton Gin Fires.
The great number of fires taking
place In the cotton gins of the south
have been generally attributed to
matches getting Into the cotton either
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Blouse Comes Into Its
.
Own Again.
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The wide skirt Is dying hard In
Purls, owing to the popularity of the
house of Jeanne Liinvln, who dresses
many chic Puvislennes. The fact that
it was Laiiviit who launched the hip
ex em led full skirt and that she. bus
persisted In .exploiting it Is doubtless
the lensou why certain women continue to accept Unit style, writes a
prominent Taris fushipn correspondent.
This fashion Is noted especially
among the actresses In Taris, some of
of whom are
the most Important
dressed by Lnnvln. This Is partly due
as
to their fidelity to the dressinu'-er- ,
it Is quite the custom In Taris for a
woman to be dressed by one house exclusively.
This gives her a marked
Individuality and she Is looked upon
as an exponent of the fashion creations of that particular bovse. To be
seen In costumes from another dressmaker would be almost like a betrayal
of confidence.
One of the most popular French
actresses playing light comee' roles
Is Jane Renouard.
This actress has
been wearing Lanvin's clothes for sev- I

.

deslgn, wide skirted, and with a bod-Ic- e
fitting her slender figure quite
snugly. The feature of this frock Is
a big feather design In, white, developed In white ribbon find silk floss
embroidery, which stands out like an
applique and adds materially to the
There are no
effect of. the dress.
sleeves. The deeolletagfl Is quite low.
Again she wore a Marie Louise hat,
this time of black satin trimmed with
a skeleton plume of Nattier blue ostrich.
In direct contrast with dresses of
this type are the models made by,
houses such as Itedfern and Worth,
who keep to dignity of line end conventional designs. ,
.
Mme. Dalmoff, playing at. the Renaissance theater, wore a gorgeous dress
type mrtde by
of
It was developed In silver
Kedfern.
brocade rind mauve tulle, the latter
forming a voluminous snsh drapery
at one side of the back. She carried
with this pale muuve and silver dress
a brilliant Jade green ostrich fan.
In summer suits the plaited skirt
continues popular. Many models are
being developed In taffeta end satin.
Skirts having plaited panels are often
accompanied by Jackets with plaited
panels and neck frills.
The fashion of catching the plaited
skirt In at the bottom by means of a
restraining band is one of the feaBeer
tures In suminer
has an Interesting new model of this
sort, with a loose box coat and a
straight plaited skirt developed In
white serge with black trimmings.
This house also shows a sir.a t sport
serge, trimmed
suit of
with
stitched plaits, which pass
'

tallor-ninde-

khakl-colore-

d

the Flatlron ranch.
Curly guessed their Intentions. They
would rustle horses there and head for
the border. If was the only chance
still left them.
After they bad gone Curly and his
prisoner returned to the road and set
out toward Tin Cup. About a mile
and half up the line they met Culllson and his riders on the way down.
Maloney was with them. He had been
picked up at the station.
Dick gave a shout of Joy when he
heard Flandrau's voice.
"Oh, you Curly! I've been scared
stiff for fear they'd got you."
Luck caught the boy's hand and
wrung It hard.
They held a conference while the
Circle C riders handcuffed Dutch and
tied him to a horse. Soon the posse
was off again, having left the prisoner
In charge of one of the men. They
swung round In a wide half circle,- not
wishing to startle their game until the
proper time.
When they reached the edge of. the
mesa that looked down on the Flatlron
the moon was out and the valley was
swimming In light. They followed the
dip of a road that led down to the
corral. Passing the fenced lane leading to the stable, they tied their ponies
Inside and took the places assigned to
them by Culllson.
They had not long to wait. In less
than half an hour three shadowy figures slipped round the edge of the corral and up the lane. Each of them
carried a rifle In addition to his hip
guns.
They slid Into the open end of the
stable. Cullison's voire rang out coldly.
"Drop your guns I"
A startled oath, a shot, and before
one could have lifted a hand that silent
moonlit valley of peace had become a

s
Suit of wiiite serge with biack trim- Orchid organdie dress embroidered in
rose made over a black taffeta
mings, showing plaited skirt caught
foundation,
to band at bottom.

eral seasons, und in one of her late
roles she wore only the
Idp extended models so characteristic
It must be admitted
of that house.
Mint dresses of this type are eminently suitable to a coquettish and dashbattlefield.
The outlaws fell back from the ing young woman of slender, graceful
stable, weapons smoking' furiously. build.' Renouard looks so admirable
Blackwell broke Into a run, never look- in her Lunvlii dresses that one caning behind him,, but Soapy and Bad not doubt that she greatly aids In the
of this fashion.
Bill gave hack font by foot fighting
Organdie Over Black Taffeta.
every step of the way.
organdie dress, made
A
Dick and Curly rose from behind the
rocks where they had'been placed and ip over a hip extended foundation of
The
The black taffeta, Is very teantiful.
closed the trap on Blackwell.
cheorgandie Is a
paroled convict let out one yell.
don'l mise style, with considerable fullness
"1 give up,. Goddlemlghty,
on the hips.
The dress opens In a
!"
shoot
Half way down the lane Cranston wide panel down the front to show
wns hit In the darkness his voice the black foundation. About the waist
could be heard, for the firing had mo- Is a black taffeta ribbon sash tied In
bow at the
square-loopeii simple
mentarily ceased.
"They've got nie, Soapy. Run for It back. This ribbon has a border of
tatln, matching exactly
I'll hold 'em bnck." I
Interesting
the tone of the organdie.
"Hit bad, Bill?"
ornamentation, in the form of a flat
"I'm all In. Vamos!"
roses of
Stone turned to run, and for the first i.ppllque and embroidered
time saw that his retreat was cut off. precisely the same tqne, appears on
As fast as he could pump the lever his the front of the skirt. On the black
d
taffeta there is likewise a
rifle began working again.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
applique which enlivens the rather
This dress has
In Payta, Peru, the Interval between somber foundation.
two showers of rain Is about seven the low. round neck and short sleeves.
Lanvln Is making many of her dresses
years.
in this style.
Renouard wore wlfh this dress the
accidentally or maliciously, but this
stockings and
of
thinnest
has been disproved by the Investiga- black satin slippers. She also wore
tors of the agricultural department, long mousquetalre gloves of glace kid,
who have vindicated the match. They finished with points of leather at the
put hundreds of matches Into the cot- edge of the wrinkled top.
ton Hnd then watched the results and
milMarie Louise, the
there were only a few outbreaks' and liner, made the adorable hat of black
those were- In the huller and not in horsehair braid, delicate to the point
the gin. Other experiments prove
of transparency, handed and bowed
all doubt that fires In the gins with a wide rose taffeta ribbon borart caused by static electricity which dered with black.
(
is very marked at certain seasons of
Dignity of Line and Design.
year
conatmospherical
when
the
the
In the same role Renouard wore a
ditions are favorable.
Olack taitua frock, very slmpbj In
white-skirte-

d

d

d

rose-colore-

well-know- n

be-ye-
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Ideas in Gowns
From the Stage

d

around the bottom of the Jacket, the
hem of the skirt and the flaring edges
of the sleeves. Flatly stitched plaits
also form a yoke outline on the body
of the Jacket.
Paris Turns to Tailored Suit.
The tailored suit, which Is about
the most expensive costume in Taris,
is again becoming popular. During:
the war period the women of Taris
were deprived of
street
costumes, owing to the fact that all
masculine
In dressmaking
workers
shops
were mobilized.
Now the
tailored suit comes back Into fashion
with all the force and Interest of a
novelty.
For this reason the blqiise, from a
standpoint of fashion, Is again coming Into Its own. Considerable Interest is manifested
in the simple
tailored blouse with frilled collar and
revers. Some of these new shirt style
blouses are high necked, with a collar
somewhat In Teter Tan shape, but
falling from the top of a straight
neckband.
This style of collar was
launched by Lanvln In connection with
a number of her tailored suits and
blouses, and neckwear manufacturers
have taken It up.
e
The wide ribbon
is still
one of the most popular trimmings.
Tractlcaliy all the leading dressmaking houses as well as the milliners áre
using this form of trimming, and it
has met with great success. In many
Instances when ordering a simple
dress two sashes are made, one
e
In
and one in contrast. The
narrow belt of colored galallth is second In popularity, this form being used
for belting coats, Jackets and simple
serge dresses.
The shades most in
demand are Jade green, red and royal
blue.
man-tailore- d

sash-girdl-

one-pie-

self-ton-

Fabric Hat Is Mod.
Consider the fabric hat. It Is the
mode o? the moment.

THE
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Walkaway

Marriage.

Rheumatism Back on the Job

A young couple rushed Into the marriage license bureau In the Municipal

building the other day and announced
to City Clerk Scully that they wisheJ
to be married at once.
Dan Cupid's txecutlve officer surveyed the couple from under grizzled
brows and snld severely: "I'm afraid
this Is a runaway mntch."
"Well, your honor," returned the
prospective groom, "I can't exactly
say we ran, but we walked pretty
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fast."--Ne-

York Times.
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Plain Talk.

"Pa, what

Is a dirigible?"
"Now, Willie, haven't I told you not

With Its

No Let-U- p
If you are

Old-tim-

Fury

e

In Its Torture.

blocd of the germs that cause the
S. S. S. has no equal as
afflicted with Rheu- disease.
matism, why waste time with lini- a blood purifier, scores of sufferers
ments, lotions and other local ap- say that it has cleansed their blood
plications that never did cure of Rheumatism, and removed all
trace of the disease from their
Rheumatism, and never will?
Do not try to rub the pain away, system.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. at your
for you will never succeed. Try
the sensible plan of finding the drug store and get on the right
cause of the pain. Remove the treatment
If you want
special
advice, address
medical
cause, and there can be no pain.
You will never be rid of Rheu- Medical Director, 102 Swift Labo
matism until you cleanse your ratory, Atlanta, Ga.
y.

Good Intentions.
True.
irrigate your poor pa with your
"Did you ever fool with the stock
Friend (doubtfully) "I expect the
questions and prosecute hlin' with your market?"
old ninn will kick abo 1 your umrry-In- g
Impositions Just like he was a cyclo-ram"No, I was in earnest.
his daughter." Lover (sadly)
The stock
of Inflammation?"
"He did."- market did the fooling."
to
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l Some iiiembeis uf tlie Lt'gion or t'olisli wuuiuii wiio louglit braveij uuuisl Uiu InvadlUi; Kunhíuus. 2
Senntor Harding smoking the pipe ot pence with the heads of twelve tribes of Indians at Marlon, 0. 3 View
of "Tell Avio," the prosperous Jewish (Zionist) colorry at Jaffa.

NEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
Defeat of Russian Armies
Poland One of the Greatest
In History.

in

i

HUNDRED THOUSAND

CAPTURED

America and Allies Warn Poles to Stop
at Frontier Britain to Recognize
Egypt's Independence
Cox Accuses Republicans of Trying to "Buy" Presidency.
By EDWARD

W. PICKARD.

The week closed with four of the
five soviet Itussinn armies that attacked Poland practically destroyed or
dispersed. The Reds, It was estimated, had lost nearly 100,000 prisoners
und about 40,000 others had been
killed. Many thousands had been
forced across the German border,
where tliey were disarmed and Interned or were supposed to be, If the
Germans did their duty as neutrals.
The Kusslan cavalry and Infantry that
escaped from the Polish pincers retired on Grodno and Ossowlec and such
reserves as they had were brought up
to the latter place. It was expected
that the Reds would put up a desperate fight in the marsh country there to
preserve contact with the East Prussia
border and to keep the Poles from
forming a Junction with the Lithuanians.
The last real effort of the Red army
of the north resulted In three days of
fierce fighting in the Narew valley
between Loniza and Ostrolenka, the
Russians trying to force their way
across the road to Elalystok., The
Poles captured the river crossings, and
next day another of their forces advanced along the Prussian frontier to
Myszynles. The Reds were caught between these forces and had to sur-

render.
Of all the Invaders of Poland, only
General P.udenny'8 forces, mostly cavalry, appear to have escaped. They
In
toward
Galicia
were operating
Lemburg. and when the fate of the
soviet adventure was certain they
made a rush forward with the Intention of destroying the great oil wells
in that region. They reached the outskirts of Lemburg hut were driven
away hy volunteers and a few regulars. As they retired they destroyed
villages and crops and carried off all
and
Implements, furniture, clothing

animals.

.

Unbiased observers describe the
defeat of the Reds as one of the greatest of military disasters and say the
campaign that brought it about was
of sm passing Interest. They agree
substantially concerning the utter rout
of the soviet armies, but In tills they
by such bolshevik
are contradicted
leaders as have been heard from and
These assert that
by some Germans.
the retreat of the Reds has been conducted In an orderly manner, that they
saved most of their supply trains and
that the number of casualties has been
greatly exaggerated by the Poles.

If now the Poles can restrain their
enthusiasm and ambition all may be
They have been
well with them.
warned by the United States, France
and probably Great Britain that they
must not again attempt ah Invasion of
Russian territory but must stop their
advance at the ethnic border of Poland.
If they disobey, ths allies will withdraw their support. The French foreign office, while agreeing that the
Poles must not try to seize any Russian territory, admits the exigencies
of the campaign might make It necessary for them to cross the frontier
temporarily.
The entente allies came Into full accord concerning the Polish question
last week, much to the surprise of
Germany, and probably to Its dismay.
They really adopted .the policy of
France and It Is supposed Lloyd
George was brought to this view by the
persistent attempts of the Reds against
British rule In various regions and by
some of the terms they tried to force
on Poland. These latter were at vari
--
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ance with the terms which Kameneff
said would be proposed and Included
the demand that a proletariat army be
formed In Poland. Naturally the victorious Poles have rejected the terms
of the Reds, and It was stated by
Tchltcherln, soviet foreign minister,
thnt this would result In the Immediate rupture of the negotiations at
Minsk,
General Wrangel, who had been
rather quiet of late In the Crimean
peninsula, started a vigorous campaign Thursday with his reorganized
forces.

One of his armies moved east-

ward onto the mainland, speedily taking the Important Black sea port of
Novorossiysk
and other cities and
almost reaching Ekaterlnodnr, capital
of the Kuban Cossacks. At the same
time another army occupied the
coal basin 350 miles to the north.
The loss of those mines will be an esDo-ne-

pecially severe blow to the bolshevikl.
On the borders of the republic of
Georgia, an alarming concentration of
bolshevik forces Is reported, supposedly In pursuit of a plan to march
through Georgia and Armenia and establish communication with the Turkish Nationalists In Asia Minor.
"

The nationalist movement in Egypt,
than
which has been more serious
censored dispatches made It appear,
and which has been increasing ever
since Ihp establishment of the British
protectorate during the war, seems
about to meet with x success. The
British government, it Is reliably
though not officially reported, has
agreed to recognize the Independence
of Egypt and a final treaty and alliance will soon be negotiated. Fundamental points In the agreement, It, Is
said, are: Egypt will recognize Great
Britain's privileged position In the
valley of the Nile, and agrees In case
of war to afford every facility for acterritory; Great
cess to Egyptian
Britain will maintain a garrison In
Egypt In the canal zone ; Egypt regains control of foreign relations, subject to her not making treaties contrary to British policy, and will have
the right to maintain diplomatic representatives abroad.
The Albanians and Serbs, who are
fighting a little war of their own, have
been having some bloody battles and
the Albanians claim to have driven
their foes back Into their own country. The victors halted, at least temporarily, at the demarcation line fixed
lu 191.1.
Two deposed rulers of Europe are
figuring on climbing back onto thrones.
Constantlne, former king of Greece,
believes that the Greeks will call him
back If they have full freedom of expression at the coming elections, but
he fears Venizelos will prevent this.
He was deeply grieved the other day
because Lloyd George, on vacation In
Lucerne, refused to see him. The premier gave as a reason "the dastardly
attempt on the life of Venizelos," for
which Constantlne asserts be was In
no way to blame.
Is
The other hopeful
Charles, former emperor of Austria.
According to a report circulated In
European capitals, the Hungarian people want him to be their king, and
Great Britain and Frunce have agreed
to permit It. Italy and Serbia object,
but It Is thought the Vatican can persuade the former. Charles has said he
would accept the thrope of Hungary.
Lloyd George departed for his
Swiss holiday In the expectation
that the Irish question would await
his return. .But Irish leaders would
not stand for the delay. On Wednesday lie standing committee of the
Irish peace conference called on the
lords Justices, .representatives of the
lord lieutenant, to present resolutions
demanding dominion home rule, stoppage of coercion and the calling of
They also telean Irish convention.
graphed the premier asking that he
receive a deputation Immediately, In
view of the urgency of the situation.
This peace conference was an assemblage of some 700 representatives
of moderate opinion In all parts of
Ireland, and In all parties. Most of
them were unionists, and among the
conferees were members of the house
of lords, Protestant bishops. Catholic
priests, prominent business men, Snd
great land owners. The earl of
Shaftesbury, who owns the land on
which Belfast was built, was unex

pectedly present, and told the gathering: "I am an Ulsterman, and I'll
stand by Ulster, but I am with you
In toto.
Have patience with Ulster
and we'll bring her to the point of
as a part of united
Ireland." Other Belfast leaders snld
much the 6ame. It was believed this
conference was n long step toward
Irish unity and the settlement of the
Island's troubles.
Meantime
Terrcnce MacSweney,
lord mayor of Cork, was dying of
hunger In a British prison, and
Irishmen appealed to King George to
save him, and to President Wilson and
the heads of all European states, comparing his case to that of the burgomaster of Brussels whom the Germans
Imprisoned.
Mr. Lloyd George said
that, whatever the consequences, the
government could not take the responsibility of freeing MacSweney. The
Sinn Fein leaders feared his death
would lead to an outbreak that would
piny Into the hands of the British.
" to preEfforts of the
vent or delay the promulgation of
the ratification of the suffrage amendment were foiled, and on Thursday
Secretary of State Colby, receiving official notification of the action of the
Tennessee legislature, signed and IsThe District
sued the proclamation.
of Columbia refused to Issue a re-

straining order to Secretary

Unless you see the safety "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for over
20 years, and proved safe by millions.

Safety first I
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SAW SOLDIERS OF FIVE WARS

-

Virginia-Tennesse-
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Learning to Save.
Their Method.
"In the days of the cave
Persons who have never practiced
the mini on the car. "the
thrift will find that the first U)0 they
mve Is the most ilitlicult part of the girls wore their hair loose dowii the
undertaking, says S. W. Straus, a mil- buck, so tliey would be easy to catch."
Toledo Blade.
lionaire many times over. After tliey
hne reached this- nmoiiut they begin
to reap the mental and rlnniicin! benefits ot their economy. They find
themselves st router and more easily
Are you burdened with a dull, nagable to resist the temptation to squanging backache? Does any little exerder money. Tliey gain n sense of sta-

All Tired Out?

bility and moral courage which was
They realize that
not their before.
at best they are on the right road.
They are bended In the right direction. Tliey are on their way to happiness ami success.
The Basement Was Vacant.
"You say," remarked a Brooklyn
woman to a candidate for n job In her
household, "that you were n month lu
your hist place?"
"Yes, mum," was the response. "A
week with the lady on the top floor,
n week with the lady on the third
floor, a week on the second and a week
on the ground floor."

city, and when she saw all the
numerable electric lights in the evening she nsked her aunty: "Is they
tryln' to ninke the day longer?"
In-

The largest pnrt of some people Is
their wishbone.

coffees harmful ingredients.

Especially valuable in
families with children.

Sold by all
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tion wear you out? Does it seem sometimes as if you just can't keep going?
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
and lack of rest, throws a heavy strain
on the kidneys.
The kidneys slow up fl
and that tired feeling and constant!
iiRcxacne are Dut natural results. Use
Doon's Kidney Pills. Dean's have
helped thousands. They should help
you. Ask your neighbor!
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Pretty Nearly the Right Idea.
It wns Anna's first visit to the big

This pure and wholesome
beverage contains none of

waa the
A rather weak come-baccharge made by Congressman Fred
Britten, ' that the British parliament
had appropriated $87,500 In favor of
the British ambassador at Washington
for "entertainment piirposon," ond that
this fund had already found Its way
to the Democratic national committee.
This was, of course, denounced as A-

and Democratic 'Chairman White. Governor Cox said the charge was "too
silly for words."-

Larger packages

of Monoacotlcaclilutor

The ModernlaUe Drink
combination of good
A
flavor, economy, efficiency
and health satisfaction

both

a

u ii ii

niiin,"-reniurke-

John Ptmberton Oak Has History
Probably Unequaled by That of
Any Other Tree.

Soldiers of five wars have been
drilled beneath the John Peniberton
oak tree, Bristol,
nominated for n place In the bnll
of fame of the American forestry
association at Washington by Mrs. H.
F. Lewis, secretary of Virginia for
the Daughters of the American Revolution,
Under this tree Col. John
Governor Cox roused the RepubPeniberton mustered his troops for
licans by asserting that they are
A
King's Mountain.
raising a minimum fund of $15,000,000 the battle of
on
placed
tree
has
been
the
murker
National Chairfor the campaign.
by the Sycamore Shnnls chapter, says
man Will Hays and his associates at
the American Forestry Mngnzine, In
statement
of
denied
the
once
the truth
making the announcement.
The soland both they and the Democratic
diers of the War of 1S12 met here.
lenders demanded that the senate comthe Mexican war and the
mittee on campaign expenditures In- Then ciime
old tree saw men again leave their
committee,
vestigate the charge. The
the
Next came
to fight.
which is In session In Chicago sub- homes
between the slates, and the
poenaed National Chairmen Hays and struggle
drilling of men to
Chairmen oak witnessed the
White and Congressional
fight
in
one
their own counanother
Fess and Doremus, and "invited" Gov- try. Then
enine the world war. and
ernor Cox also to appear before It and again
the veteran oak saw our boys
present such evidence as he might
answer
their united country's call.
have to substantiate his statements.
The Democratic candidate said he
Quite the Contrary.
would furnish what Information he
Jennie So you Dually proposed to
hud in due time, and meanwhile he
went ahead with his speaking tour, her. I suppose she snld. "This is so
When he sudden?"
repenting his accusations.
Jack No ; she snld It wasn't sudden
readied Pittsburgh, Thursday night,
he opened up and made public the al- enough. She liad accepted Tom the
leged facts upon which he based his night before. Host on Transcript.
charge thnt the Republicans are trying to "buy the presidency."
The "expose" really was not so sensational as might have been expected.
Cox read a list of 51 cities and the
amount which the Republican national
committee proposed to rajse In each,
the total being $8,145.000. Tiiia figure,
he asserted, had nothing to do with
"the large amounts being collected in
hundreds of smaller cities, towns and
rural communities." He gave no mimes
of contributors, saying the Republicans could produce those. The governor also read documents which he
said proved that Senntor Harding liad
detailed knowledge of the financing of
.
his campaign.
Republican Treasury Upham, who
had previously told something of the
quota list, says the quotas are vastly
larger than the actual amount called
for by the budget, and asserted that
the national committee had collected,
to date, only $096,977.82.

by

r

nnun

tvsr

ft

Colby,

so now the only hope remaining of the
foes of suffrage Is that the United
States Supreme court will declare the
Tennessee ratification Illegal.
It is Interesting to read the opinion of the venerable Cardinal Gibbons, who has been a consistent opHe soys:
ponent of woman suffrage.
"I regret very much that the women
have taken the plunge Into the deep.
I would much prefer that things had
remained as tliey were. I am, however, of the opinion that after the first
election or so only a small percentage
of the women of the country will
avail themselves of the privilege of
voting."

bsurd

A
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ilv had eonri mnnlta

wa'from

Poan's

Kid- -

them.

One b,ox of Doan's cured me."
Cat Dean's at Any Store, 60e a Bos

DOAN'S ""JiV
CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

"Eatonic Worth
Its Weight in Gold"
Writes Mrs. E. L. Griffin from her
home in Franklin, N. H. "I feel like
Stomach feels fine afa new person.
ter eating ull from taking your wonderful eatonlc. It's worth its weight,
In gold."
Millions of sufferers from sour, acid,
gassy stomachs, heartburn, Indigestion,
bloatlngv full feeling after eating,
should try eatonlc. Just try It that's
all, and get relief, new life, strength
and pep. It produces quick, sure and

safe resultsl because eatonlc takes up
the harmful acids and poisons and
carries thein right out of the body.
Of course, when the cause la removed,
the sufferei- gets well quick I
The .ost Is a trifle. Your druggist
will snpply eatonlc, so, if you want
better health, all you need do Is try
It TODAY. You will surely feel big
benefits at once. Adr.

Fli tchdl-ci- RS

--

- Mercer

Graham
Ton Speed Track
High grade lines of low depreciation.
--

UNGER-GOF-

F

MOTORS & SUPPLY

CO.

DENVER
Tobarro by parcel pout. Old Ky. Cbewlnn,
Smoklnff. Leaf or prepared. Flavoring, particular! freo. Randolph Tob.Farm.Paducah.Ky.

FRECKLES

POUmVtLY IHIMOVtD by Dr. rUrrr's
FYsckt UtntmantYoor drugrtt or bf
Sorry
mail, firc. Ftm book. Dr. C.
Co. 297 g MidkSEM Avmm. CMea,
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FOR SALE
320 Acre Farm, 5 miles South
East of Roy. two good wells, and
good improvements, Telephone,
Mail Route.
40 acres of good
90
and
corn,
acres sowed to wheat

more acres summer fal
lowed and ready to drill, priced
to sell.

and

50

B. G.

Grunig, RF,D,1 Roy.

FOR SALE: 80 acres of deed
ed New Mexico land, one and
three fourths miles north of Sol
loca
ano. Write Mrs. Frank 119 Eme- The time for Fair Season will soon be here, and several
both
of
erick St. SanAngelo, Texas. p4
lities on the mesa are planning on holding exhibitions
be
agricultural and live stock exhibit?.. These fairs will as a rule
held only one day, and the prize exhibits will be brought to the
RESOLUTIONS
Wheat Belt Fair which will be held at Roy Oct. 19, 20 and 21st Offered by your Committee, for

Get ready for the fair

Adoption by the Mora County
We were just wondering if it would not be a good advertiseDemocratic Convention, Mora,
ment if each school district cou'd hold a one day fair, and in this
N. Méx., Auguit 23, 1920
We, the Democrats of Mora Coun
way help to secure exhibits for the big fair, and while it would
cost a little trouble and time, yet those who took part are not ty, in Convention assembled, reaf
time-ho- n
only gaining knowledge for themselves, but are assisting others firm our adherence to the
ored principles of good old Thomas
in eainine a knowledge of what good products are, and what Jefferson Democracy, and stand al
their particular section can do in producing quality crops. It is ways for "Equal Rights for All and
absolutely the best means of advertisement the progress of Special Privileges for None."
We commend the splendid admina locality to make the community to display the best possible.
istration of that magnificent statesToo often we think that our crops are not good enough, and we man whom we delight to honor as
do not bring them in, and when we go to the fair, we are con- President Wcod Wilson. His wise
vinced that we have far better products at home, and then va conduct of the nation's affairs dursay the fair was not a success. Now the best way to maka a suc- ing the greatest war of all history, his
wonderful work as a member of the
cessful showing, is to bring the best we have and compete with peace conference, and his masterful
the other fellow; If you win you rejoice, and if you lose, be good efforts to effect participation on the
natured about it and resolve to bring still better exhibits next part of the United States in the
league of Nations, deserve the praise
year.
of all. We favor the ratification of
There is no better place to find out what a community is good the League of Nations at the earliest
for, than at the fair; Land seekers are learning to visit fairs possible moment.
We congratulate the women of the
when in the market foa a new locrtion, and often decide after
viewing the community fair display. So let every one get, behind nation upon their partial admission to
of voters, end commend to
the Wheat Belt Fair, and make it the best "FAIR" ever held on the ranks Democratic
party, a3 offerthem the
the mase.
ing a more promising field for their
political activities and affording: better opportunities for promoting such
needed reforms than any other party.
We are heartily in favor of the immediate ratification of the National Suffrage amendment to the constitution
We are not altogether in harmony with ' the manner in which and favor an amendment to the Nebthe sale of State Lands is conducted thruout the northeastern raska constitution giving the women
part of the State, and while there is no doubt in our minds that full and complete equal suffrage in
the State is doing the best they can with the matter of sales, yet the state.
We denounce the present Repub
there should be a remedy someway to correct some of the evils lican administration as tending to exthat work into these sales. What we have in mind right now,
travagances and neglect of the pubthe selling of the lands in large tracts to speculators, thus giving lic's business, and too great laxity in
the state's policy toward convicted
them a chance to reap a big harvest from the little fellow.
criminals.
The greater part of the sales of State Land, in Northern Mora,
We condemn the .unconscionable
Southern Colfax and Western Union Counties, have been in very profiteering that is going on and ;s
large tracts, and it took such an immense amount of money to being permitted to continue in this
handle the deal to get a tract, that the little fellow did not have country, and favor specific federal,
state and municipal remedies to pro
a look in, and in this manner the speculator or the big fellow as tect the people from the impositions
a rule got it at practically his own price.
to which they are being subjected by
We have been informed that one speculator and his company. organized profiteers.
We rejoice in the harmony existing
have cleared nearly $ 300,000 on the e
of State Land in the among the Democrats of Mora Counpast three years, and when you think of this huge amonnt being ty, and urge that our zeal for a victaken from our State Institutions and schools, we wonder if it tory in the November election for
would have not been much better to have held this land a few county, State and National tickets
years, and then to have sold it in smaller tracts to actual bona shall grow stronger as election day
approaches.
fide settlers. It is claimed that often the big fellows get together
We urge upon this convention that
ana agree among themselves, not to bid against each other and as large a delegation as possible be
allowing each a tract at their own figures: While we cannot prove sent from Mora county to the State
this statement, yet from some of the recent sales, we are led to Convention at Las Vegas, that the
believe this practice does exist in New Mexico, and if it does, rest of the State may know that Mora
is, and has always been a Democratic
it shouid surely be remedied by cutting the . land up in small county
if the votes had been properly
tracts and selling it to the farmers direct, and not to the specu cast and counted.
lators.
We ure that the delegation go un--- d
to Lai Vegas, that there
We were talking to a gentleman last week that recently bought
and then, in the true spirit of Demoa section at $ 25.00 per acre cash; the land contained no im cracy, we aid in selecting
the candiprovements, it was nothing but raw prairie, yet the speculator dates for State officers, representa
purchased the same land at $ 5.00 per acre scarcely three years tive and electors, who will be best "fit
ago, some profit for the investment? yet the land sales continue to fill the offices, and for the wisdom
we lack in making the right choice,
in large bodies, and the speculators making the profits.
may we rely on the Divine Providence
which has guided our Nation through
the greatest crisis in the world's history and which still controls the af
fairs of men in spite of the acts of a
Republican Senate and House at
Washington, which has for the pres
ent placed politics above Patriotism,
Now Located in the
Principle and all that Civilization
holds essential to advancement.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Resolved, that Mora County shall
Roy,
N. M,
go democratic this year and remain
Office in Foster Block
"Call Again"
Democratic so long as the pure principles of Democracy shall dominate
the party and its leaders as it does
today.
And, be it further Resolved, that
we hereby pledge ourselves to every
honorable effort to win the election,
county, State and National, this "fall
for the party which, under the matchless leadership of Woodrow Wilson,
has accomplished more in the past
eight years to reach the ideal of
Christian Citizenship than has been
done by the Republican party in all of
its years of incompetent tule, at
tempts at progress in favor of the
classes against the masses, and mis
rule, by plutocrats in the past 20
years preceding.
And, be it further Resolved, that
copies of these resolutions be sent to
the Roy
the Wa
gon Mound Pantagraph, El Sentinel
and La Voz Del Pueblo for publication.
Respectfully submitted.
RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE,
By George E. Cochrane,
Attest:
Chairman.
Rafael Romero y Valdez,
Secretary.

NOW IN
and complete line of
Ladies Fall and Winter
Coats and Dresses.

Fostér Block,

Undertaker
and
Embalmer

TT PAYS to bank with your

home banks.
serve you best.

They can

people are
FIFTY four home
in the BANK
of ROY. A home bank for

home people.

Spanish-America-

Bank

of-

Roy

Roy, N. M.

FOR SALE
320 acres of A No

Women and Childrens
Hats

1 land fourteen miles North East of Mills,
New Mexico. This land lays in
Section, 8, Township 20 North
of Range 23. Priced to sell right:
Reasonabl terms offered. .

Address' R.P.Kirby, 2528
Street Denver, Colorado.

Calif-orni-

Mens Fall and Winter Suits
and Overcoats, CURLEE
BRAND the standard of the

world,

v

Boys Suits and Coats
Call and inspect these fine

garments. Our clerka will
be pleased to show them.

R oy Trading
Company
"A Profitable place to Trade"

Goral.
Among the strange animals that
came under the observation of Roy
Andrews, who conducted an expedition
Into farther China for the American
Museum of Natural History, was the
goral, n mountain goat. "I have seen
a goral," fnys the explorer, "run at
full speed down the sUle of a cliff that
appeared to be almost perpendicular."
Sure-Foote- d

Undeterred by Physical Ills.
Elizabeth Barrett, before she married Browning, spent long years on
her couch. At the age of fifteen she
met with an Injury to her spine, which
kept her In a recumbent position for
several years, and from the effects of
which she never recovered.
It was
during these years that she wrote
those sonnets which ere her greatest
claim to it'Titrtality.

FOR YOUR BENEFIT
The recent substantial increase
made in our capital and surplus is
for your benefit and protection.
Aside from this we offer you the
e
benefit of the
of successful banking of our officers.
life-tim-

Capital and Surplus
$60,000.00

For Sale

Ose Red Bull, 6 Steers 1 and2
years, old and 2 good milk cows.
C.W.Newman, Solano N. Mez.
For Sale .
The property formely occupied
by the Graham's. Terms $350.00
down and balance in 2 years with
the usual rate of interest, priced
to sell. Liberal discount for cash.
F. A. Sargent, Box 158
So. Tacoma Wash.
FOR SALE

Baby Folding Cart, good. as
new cost $15.00 will take $7.50
Call at
A

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

2

For Sale
1--

5

ft Milwaukee Mower.

ftMc Cormick self dump rake.
are practically new. prices
right.
Anderson Bros.
1--

9

Both

The most powerful small car
in America. The OVERLAND
FOUR. Rides like a Packard.
J. E. Busey.
A Bargain
320 acres 5 miles from Roy.
110 acres in cultivation balance

good pasture with stork water
this land lays in the best oil structure in N. E. N. M. $25.00 per
acre buys it half cash. Terms on
balance. I need the dough.
G. G. Leach.
p3
,
7(

THE VACCINE THAT MADE

KAN--

SAS FAMOUS
Made ty

The U.

Blackleg Serum Co.
For Sale By
ROBERTS & OLVER
'
Roy, N. M.
S.

20c per dote

--

;

Why Pay More?

man to take
for excavating work at the
hospital.
Phone or see Dr.
Plumlee at the hospital.
A

con-tra-

ct

Farm, City, and Village coal
users, Cut your coal costs $2.00
to $4.00 per ton by joinine our
coal clubs, write forfurther par
ticulars, Seven Point Coal Co.
Raton N. Mex.

Thomas A. Whelan

FAIRVIEW

Eugene Palmer

Perfumes and paint for knave or saint-- no alcohol or dope,'
Here is the place to fix your face with creams or toilet soap.
Assemble here for
s
cheer, our soft drinks leave no scars,
Real icecream, a ''Cold cone dream", with candy and cigars.
Most every kind of DRUGS, you'll find within this modren shop,
Assistance quick! So if you're sick, this is the place to stop.
Call or phone, we give you tone and tonic simething great.
high-clas-

You always win, when you drop in, for here we're

RIGHT HERE

n,

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
M. D. GIBBS,

n.

ESTRAY:--year old Bay Mare
Colt unbranded, finder notify
C. C. Moore at MosqueroN.Mex.

WANTED:---

Total resources
$375,000.00

a

WANTED AT ONCE
Man and w'fe to work on farm;
man must be able to do all kinds
of farm work; wife to assist
with housework. Will pay good
wages to right party. Write or
see, Flake Fisher, R. F. D. I
Abbott, New Mexico.

Spanish-America-

re-sal-

LC.DODDS

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

A full

State Land Sales

Bohanon's
Barber bhop

Classified
Ads

Proprietor
Roy, N. M.

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State

and

Fed-er-

al

Courts and
U, S. Land Office

MORA

ABSTRACT
COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Abstracts of all lands in Mora
County

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records '

Philip Sanchez,

luuXtt

THE

Let us tell you and show you
why the OVERLAID FOUR is
the logical car for you to buy.

J. E. Busey
Insure your "Calves"

against

blackleg, by using "PURITY
GEKM FREE VACCINE"
20 cents per dose
Mickey Floersheira Agent.

Wanted Eome one to build about
3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N.

U. S. Land Office

July

M.,

16, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given that Ramon
Sandoval, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on
August 7, 1916, made Homestead Application No. 022ÜC9, for the SW14
NWÍ4; Nt4 SWÍ4; 8E'-3Wi4Section
11, Townsliip 22 N
Range 27 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Y"ear l'roof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on September 20, 1920.
Claimant names as wttnesses:
Tobias de Herrera, of Albert, N. M.;
Prudencio. Olivos, of Albert, N. M.;
Franc isco TrujUlo, of Kephart, N. M.;
Seferino Romero, of De Haven, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

miles of fence. V. H. Anderson

NOTICfi FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

XT.

Work Hard and Avoid Worry.
It is not work that kills men; it ia
worry. Work Is healthful; you cau
linruly put 'more on n tmin tlian lie
Worry Is rust upon tho
enn boar.
blade. . It Is not the revolution that
destroys the machinery, but the file-tio-

M

July 16, 1920.
hereby given yiat Marina

NOTICE Is
G. Romero, formerly Marina Gonzales
of Alliert, New Mexico, who, on January 22, 1917, made H. E., Serial No.
0242C5,
for the SW'A NWV4: NWVi
26, Township
NEU; N'á NV,4,
21 N., Range 28 E N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. 11. Willcox, P. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR I't'IlMCATIO
on September 18, 1920.
r
lrii)rliiiMit if the
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S. Lunü Office lit Clayton. N. M.,
Benito Arguello, Andres Amelas, Jose
Aur. 20, .1920. V. Martinez, Alejandro Gonzales, all
NOTICE is hereby given that Abran of Roy, New Mexico.
Cnsadog, of Gállenos. N. M., who, on
TAZ VLVERDE.
June 4, 1!H8, made Additional HomeRegister.
stead fcntry, No. 0260H3, for K'2 of
Section 19, Township 17 N liiingo 32
N. M, P. Meridian, ha filed notice
NOTICE FOR PtDI.ICATIOX
iT Intention
to make Final Three Year
Department of the Interior
l'roof to eaabliHh claim to the land
U. S. Land otiice at Clayton, N. M.,
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
July 1G, 1920.
lT. S. Commissioner,
at his office lu
NOTICE is hereby given that Laura
Mosciuero, N. M., on Oct. 18, 1H20.
A. Lohstroh, formerly Laura A. White-maClaimant names as witnesses:
of Iftiy, Mora Co., New Mexico,
AuKUNtln Martinez, of Mosciuero, N. who, on
January 25th, 1916 made AdM., J'ahlo I'aiz, Kseouiel Leyba,
ditional
Homestead Entry No. 021553,
N.
M.
Oalleuos,
Casados, all of
for
SW'4 SKV,, NW'i Sffij, and S
PAZ VALVJCKDK.
SW!4, .Section 19, Township 20 N.,
iteglstev. Range
25 E. N. M. P. Meridian. Jias filed notice of intention to make. Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
JiOTICB FOR PlllMCATIOX
the land above described, before F. 11.
of the Interior
U. H. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.; Foster, I'. S. Commissioner, at his ofAUK. 27, 11120.
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on Sept. 22,
NOTICE Is hereby given that Conway 1920.
M.,
on
(,'Ialman,t names as witnesses:
who,
N.
Gallegos,
of
J.. KeirseV,
Otto Lohstroh, VV. E. Cantrel, Junn de
June 11, 918, made Additional Home1,
2,
Maris, Magine Maris, all of Roy, N. M.
stead ICntrv, No. 023710. for Lots
3 and 4; KVNWV4. NR'i SWVi and
PAZ VALVERDE,
NW'i, HIQVi Section 31. Township 17 N.,
Register.
liange 31 K. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make Final Three-YeaNOTICF. FOR I't HMCATIOX
Proof, to establish claim to the
IVpnrlinent of (he Interior
land abov? described, before A. of-A.
U.
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. St.,
8.
Commissioner, at his
Vvnne. C.
July 16, 1920.
fice in Mosquero, N. M., on Oct. 19, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE Is hereby given that Charles
H. H. llambv. V. A. Hamby, John It. T. Field, of David, New Mexico, who,
"Wallace', all of Gallegos, N. M., and J. on September 14. 1918, made AdditionA. Mcintosh of David, N. M.
or
al Homestead Entry, No. 025289
PAZ VALVKKT1K.
NE'4 SE'4, WV4 SE'4 and SW'.i NEVi,
Keglstei'. Section 12, Township IS N., Range 29
E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
NOTICK FOR 11 BI.IC ATIOX
Proof, to establish claim to the land
DEPARTMENT OF Till'! I.NTKUIOIt
above
N.
S.
Clayton,
II. V. S. described, before A. A. Wynne,
U.
Land Office at
Commissioner, at his office in
August 11, 1920.
NOT1CK Is hereby given that Jose Mosciuero, N. M., on September 18, 1920.1
claimant names as witnesses:
Ignacio Garcia, of Mosquero, N. aI., who,
Marlon I. Uilinore, Pierce Field, John
on Jun 8, 1917, made Homestead Entry,
No. 025055, for Lots 2 and 3 and SKÍ4 McFarland, George I!. Splvey, all of
David,
New Mexico.
NW',4 and NE'4 SV4. Section 3, Town-Bhi- p
PAZ VALVERDE,
17 N., Mange 29 E., N. M. P. MeriRegister.
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to estabdescribed,
above
land
to
claim
the
lish
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
before A. A. Wynne, V. S. CommissionDepartment of the Interior
er, at his office in Mosquero, N. M., on
S. Land Office at Clayton, N...M.,
U.
the 12th day of October, 1 20.
July 2J, 192t.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
NOTICE Is hereby given that Pablo
Jose Inez Vigil, Juan Isidro Homero,
who, on
Mexico,New
of
Taiz,
David,
Roman Perea, Tlufllo Garcia all of MosAugust 14, 1916, made Original Homequero, N. M.
022IT91
and on June 1,
stead Entry, No.
TAZ VALVERDR.
En1918, made Additional Homestead
Register.
try, No. 024959, for N 4 if Section 17
N E 14 and SE14 of Section 18, Town-shi- p
and
NOTK K FOR PI BMCATIOX
17 N., Rango 32 E., N. M. P. MeridDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
ian, has filed notice of intention to
U. S. Land CltHce at Clayton, N. M. make Final Three Year l'roof, to esAugust 11, 1920.
claim to the land above describNOTICE is hereby given that Manuel tablish
ed, before A. A. Wynne. IT. S. CommisArchuleta, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mex- sioner, at his office In Mosciuero, N. M.,
ico, who on September 10th, 1918, made on September 15, 1920.
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 024256. for
Claimant names as witnesses:
NE'4, NW'i SE'4,
NE'4 NKH, NB'4
Jacobo Casados, of Mosquero, N. M.;
K U S W Í4
Sec. 3, Lot 1, Abran Casados, of Gallegos, N. M.; MatNW',4,
SE'i
HE 14 NE14, Section 4, Township 18 N., ías Casados, of Mosciuero, N. M. ; AuRange 25 E N. 1,1.' P. Meridian, has gustine Martinez, of Mosciuero, N. M.
filed notice of intention to make Final
PAZ VALVERDE,
to
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Register.
the land above described, before hisF. of-H.
Foster, V. S. Commissioner, at day
of
M.,
on the 8th
NOTICE FOR PIBMCATIOV
fice at liov, N.
October, 1920.
Departmeut of the Interior
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Zacarías Ebtll, Julian Sandoval, E.
July 23, 1920.
J. H. Rov, Leandro Archuleta, all of
NOTICE Is hereby given that Marta
Hoy, N. M
B.
New Mexico,
David,
Martinez,
of
de
YALVEnDR
who, on July 20, 1916, made Homestead
Register.
Entry, No. 021918, for N' SA, SE14
SE4 Sec. 10 and E NB!4 and SW14
XOTICF. FOR ITHI.ICATION
SE14, Section 15, Township 17 N., Range
31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. of intention to make Final Three Year
August 11, 1920.
Proof, to establish claim to the lard
NOTICE is hereby given that Elaut-erl- a above described before A. A. Wynne, C.
O. Vigil, of Bueyeros, N. M., who, S. Commissioner, at his office in Mos.
on Julv 7th, 1913, made Homestead quero, N.
on October 6, 1920,
NW14, EH
Entry, No. 01C053. for SE'4
Cl.'.ln ant names as witnesses:
N
W
. Section
'4
19
NHÍ4
ami
Sec.
Jose Archuleta,
Archuleta,
Procoplo
PW'i.
30, Township 21 N Range 31 E., N. M. Vito Griego,, Miguel Martin r.. all of
P, Meridian, has filed notice of Intention Mosquero, N. M.
tm moke Final Three Yc?r Proof, to
PAZ VALVERDE,
establish claim lo tile land auove
Register.
foelore Register and Receiver
jVnlte States Land Office, at Clayton,
New Mexico, on the 7th day oí October,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1920.
Claimant names as witnesses!
Department of the Interior
George Garcia, .1. F. Garcia, both of
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
Clayton, N. M Guadlupe Mondragon,
July 13, 1920.
Candelario Vigil, both of Bueyeros, N.
NOTICE is hereby given that Gumi-clnd- o
M.
Padilla, of Miera, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
who, on June 8 and Bept.17, 1915, made
Register.
Entry, No. 02023Í and
Homestead
n

n.

lnli-rlii-

ERtfiN.

SPANISH-A-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Mex.

U. S. Land Office

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N.
0
Department of the Interior
July l.i, 1920.
y plvt-U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., M. KOT1CE is t
t.irt Frnrk
of i.loni.vi'.i, California,
Stewait,
"C" of
orders Sale.
guard. an of Lmily Lee Stcv.Tn I, heir
July 17, 1920. at law and next of kin of Lerov 1!. Lee,
wh, on August 8. 1919, mad Desert
Entry, Nu. 011898, for EVá oí NE 14
NOTICE is hereby given that, as Land
28, Township 18 N., Range 28
of
directed by the Commissioner of the E., Section
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
General Land office, under provisions of intention to make Final Proof unparagraph of the Act of
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the der the 4, 3rd
1915 (Public 296) to be perapplication of James Hunter White March
fected by purchase to establish claim
of Solano, N. M., Serial No. 026919, to the hind above described, before A.
we will offer at public sale, to the A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his
in Mosciuero, N. M., on September
highest bidder, but at not less than office
13, 1920.
10
$2.50 per acre, at
o'clock A. M.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. C. Moore, W. F. Lofton,
Ralph
on the 8th day of September, 1920,
NOTICF, FOR PUBLICATION
ITazen, W. L. Woods, all of Mosciuero,
next, at this office, the following New Mexico.
Department of the Interior
U, Sr Lund Office at Clayton, N. M.
tract of land: Lot 4, Sec. 18, T. 19
PAZ VALVERDE,
July 20, 1920.
N., R. 28 E.( N. M. P. Meridian.
Register.
NOTICE is hereby given that John F.
The sale will not be kept open, but
Shnmblin, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on May 1, 1917 made Addwill be declared closed when those
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
itional Homestead Entry, No. 024940, for present at the hour named have ceasLots 1, 2, 3 and SEV4 NWV4, Section 1, ed bidding.
making
person
The
the
Township 18 N., R. 25 E., N. M. P.
DcnnH me nt of the Interior
Meridian, has filed notice of intention highest bid will be required to immeU. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.'M.,
to make Final Three Year Proof, to es- diately pay to the Receiver the
July 12, 1920.
tablish claim to the land above describamount thereof.
ed, before F. II. Foster, IT. S. CommisNOTICE is hereby given that William
t 'Roy, New
sioner, at his office
Any persons claiming adveely the R. Whiteman, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
d
land are advised to Mexico, who, on Juno 16th:. 1916, made
Claimant names as witnesses:
Additional Homestend Entry, No. 022332
Thorns Hughes, E. J. H. Roy, J. W. file their claims, or objections, on or for E NEVi and EV SE14. Section 17.
Scott, P. J. Laumbach, ull of Roy, New before the time designated for sale, Township 20 N., ltange 25 E., N. M. P.
Mexico.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
make Final Three Year Proof, to
Register. to
Register.
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, 'V. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
July

'

29, 1920.

NOTICE Is hereby given that Reece
Gardner, of Roy, Ntw Mexico, Mora
Co., who on January 24, 1920 made Additional Honustend Entry, No. 023956,
for NE',4 SEU. SB!4
S4 SE'4.
9, SE'4 SEl4 Section
NEÍ4 NE'4,
4, Township IS N., Range 25 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. J. Laumbach, Thomas Hughes, Webb
Kidd, Jay M. Finch, all of Roy, N. Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
B.

lu-r-

above-describe-

1
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
The Ford car can well be called the "peoples
car," because there are more than 3,000,000 of
them in daily operation. That is about four
to one of the nearest follower in the motor car
industry. This would not be so if the Ford car
had not for sixteen years proven its superiority
in service, in durability, and i" the low cost for
operation and maintenance; this would not be
so if the Ford car was not so easy to understand,
so simple in construction that anybody and
everybody can safely drive it. Let us have
your order for one now to avoid delay in

!

delivery.

BECK MOTOR CO.

NE.:

QW

U.

3.

XT

iaou vinco August
v'la'""'
11, 1920.

NOTICE Is hereby given that Jose C.
Maeatas, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico,
who, on August 17th. 1914, made HomeSecfor BE
stead Entry, No. 016819,
tion 81, Township 21 N., Range 25 h.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
land
Proof, to establish claim toH.theFoster,
above described, before F.
IT. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N. M.p on the 11th day of October, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:TruJ-.llo- ,
Trinidad McGrath, Juan Jose
Otto Lohstroh, Adolfo Montoya, all of
Roy, N. M.
pAZ VALVBBDEi
Register.

ri

BMC ATI03
KOTK K FOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIORM.
U. S. Land Office at Clfiytor. ?
August 11 ' '
'e
thn
NOTICE is hereby givn M
n
C. Anderson, of Gallego, N.
,
June 25, 1917, made Momestoid
No. 025164, for NEK and SEU
tion 30, Twp. 17 N Rnrgi' -'
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice oí inYeal
tention to make Final Three
Proof, to establish claim to the land
U.
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
B. Commissioner,
at his office "i Mosquero, N. M., on the 11th day of Octo-leI

.

1

r,

1920.

Claimant names as witnesses.
William A. Rockwell. Joe A. Ke'"".
James M. Keiser, Joseph H. Anderson,
VALVERDE,
Register.

1,,,G"llt6M'tó

ask for a portion of your trade.

Remember "We strive to please everyone'

R. P. SHAYA
COMPANY
ROY

Foster Block

Department of the Interior N. M.,
at Clayton,
July 13, 1920.

W14 Sec. 11,
NE14
and W14 SE4. Section 2,
80
Range
E., N. M. P.
17.
N.,
TownBhlp

for

No. 026498,
SE14 SW14,

Meridian, has filed notice" of Intention
to moke Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described before A. A. Wynne, U. 8. Commis-N.
sioner, at his offioe In Mosquero,
M on September- 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W. Angel, Joseph H. Angel,
Frank Weir and Cole Weir, all of David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
V. 6. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex,
'

July

13. 1820.

NOTICE ts hereby given that Lincoln
Hlnes, of Roy, Mora County, New Mex-Icwho, on May 22nd. 1917, made
Homestead Entry No. 025085. for SE',4
NEK, NKM 6E14. Sec. 18, N,4 SWli.
Sec. 17. SE'A SE14 Sec. 18,
SV4 NW14
Section 19, Township
and NE14 NE14
19 N.. Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
F. H. Foster, II. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy,' New Mexico, on
September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geo. O. Cable, Earl Baum, W. H.
Baum end J. E. Wildman, all of Boy,
New Mexico.
FAZ VALVERDE
Register.
be-fo- re

'

above-describe-

Section

33,

Twp.

dersigned, Treasurer of the County
of Mora, of the State of New Mexico,
will offer for sale, and sell, at the
town of Mora, Mora County, New
Mexico, on the Thirrsenth Dav of
September, A. D. 19Ü0, Ten (10) negotiable bonds of the denomination
of Five Hundred (500) Dollars each,
No. 2732, of ScTiool District No. 1, of the County of Mora, of the State of New Mexico, said bonds to become due not less
than twenty (20) nor more than
thirty (30) years after date, and redeemable at the pleasure of tho

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, COUN-TOF MORA, IN THE DISTRICT
COURT OF THE FOURTH JU.
DICIAL DISTRICT.
Chas. W. G. Ward and )
Chas. W. Carscallen, )
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Solis,

Estevan
Solis, and all unknown
claimants of interest in
the premises adverse to
(the
plaintiff,
the
premises being the land
and real estate describ- ed in the complaint)
Defendants.

Daniel

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Notice

You, Daniel Solis, Estevan Solis,
and all unknown claimants of interest in the premises adverse to the
plaintiff, (the premises being the
land and real estate described in the
complaint and hereinafter described),
on herehv notified that a 8UÍt tO
quiet title in the names of the plaintr
iffs to the iollowing aescriDeu iraci
of land in the County of Mora and
State of New Mexico, described as
follows, t;
. ... ...
Beginning at the southwest corner
of the tract, which point is identical
with the northwest corner of the tract
of land decreed to J. E. Borrego,
nd Greeorio Sando
val, Trustees, for the Community of
Turquillo, thence north twenty-fou- r
(24) degrees west 7125 feet; thence
north five (5) degrees, mteen tioj
minutes west 4640 feet, to the north
west corner of the tract, thence north
sixty-si- x
(66) degrees, tnirty
minutes east 6150 feet to the north" east corner of the tract; thence south
(45)
nine (9) degrees, forty-fiv- e
minutes east 6160 feet; thence south
two (2) degrees, thirty (30) minutes
east 4360 feet; thence along the line
between this tract and the tract decreed to the trustees for the Community of Turquillo, gouth forty-tbro- o
Mil decrees west 5140 feet to
the place of beginning, containing
1340 acres according to me piat oi
the H. C. Viles, made in December,
to-wi-

tuj

Oil

Cook-stove- s;

Tanks,

Stock and Storage
Fairbanks-Mors- e,

Gasoline Engines & Deep-We- ll

"Z-typ- e"

Pumps;

Windmills; Well Casing;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,
Self-Oilin-

g

TIN SHOP!

1916.

That the plaintiffs claim to be the
owners in fee simple of the said tract
of land and unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in the
said cause on or before the 20th day
of September, 1920, judgment and
decree of the court quieting title to
the said lands in the name of the
plaintiffs will be taken againet you by
default.
Plaintiffs' attorney is Chas. W. G.
Ward, whose post office and business
address is East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

(SEAL.)

at any
time after ten years from the date of
said bonds.
Said bonds shall bear interest at
the rate of six (6) per cent per annum, payable
at the office of the County Treasurer of Mora
County, New Mexico, in the town of
Mora, New Mexico, said bonds will be
sold to the highest and best bidder,
therefor, for cash. Provided however, said Treasurer cannot accept
any bids for said bonds which are less
than ninety cents (90c) on the dollar
i
FRED S. BROWN,
Treasurer of Mora County, N. M.
By PHILLIP SANCHEZ, Deputy.- -

No. 1, of the County of Mora,

)

)

'

U. 8. Land Office

NOTICR FOR PUBLICATION
THE
DEPARTMENT
. i nINTERIOR
. i. v
1
t t i v.
f
j i aOF
"

E ARE now open for business and

We will handle all kinds of Grocerie
Dry Goods and Notions and will purchase
all kinds of produce.

BE14

NOTICE Is hereby given that William
O. Hunt, of David, New Mexico, who, on
March 27, 1919, made Homestead Entry

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Juan de Mata Mares, V. E. Cantrel,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Ed. Harrison, Emilio A'beyta, all of
Roy, New Mexico.
Aug-- . 18th 1920
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE is hereby given that
.Register.
William F.Smith, of Hoy, Mora C.,
New Mexico, who, on September,
ISOLAT-NOTICE FOlI PUBLIC
22nd, 1919, made Homestead Kntry.No.
THACT
ITELIC LAN O SALE
02f.87(5, for SWJ NKJ, Section 26, Twp.
20 N, Rang-- 25 E, N.M.P.M ,has filed
Department of the Interior
notice of intention to make Final Three
"C" of
authorizes sale.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex. Years, Proof, to establish cla;m to the
July 28, 192U.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as di- land above described, before
rected by the Commissioner of the General Land office, under provisions of F. II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at
Sec. 2455, It. S., pursuant to the applicaRoy, N. M., on tho 13t
tion of Lillian E. Mcintosh, Mosquero, his office at
New Mexico, Serial No. 026771. we will day of October 1920.
offer at public sale, to the highest bidClaimant names as witnesses:
der, but at not less than $3.00 per acre,
at 10 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day of
19L'0,
next,
II.E Slafford, W.E. Baker, Harry
at this office, the
October.
following tract of land: Wli SWV4 Welch and James H.Sansbury, all of
See. 23, T. 17 N., it. 30 E., N. M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but Roy ,New Mexico.
will be declared closed when those presPAZ VALVERDE, Renter.
ent at tho hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the highest
pay
immediately
required
to
bid will be
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to the Receiver the amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
d
land are advised to file
Office at "Clayton, New Mexico,
their claims, or objections, on or before
the time designated for sale.
Aug.lSth, 1920
THOMAS E. OWEN,
Notice ia hereby that George W.
Receiver.
Reherd, of Mills, Mora County. N.M.
NOTICE FOR PI BI.ICATIOX ISOLAT- who, on October, 26th, 1915, made
ED THACT
TUBLIC LAND SALE
IIomstead Entry, No. 021075, for NW

1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Mos-ouer- o.

,

above-describe-

int'-ntio-

Claimant names as witnesses: IgnaJose Garcia, Moisés Vialpando,
cio Garcia, Francisco Garcia, all of
N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

.

"Vea'-heril-

FOR PlBlilCATIOJi
NE14 Sec. 13 and EV4 SW14, SE14 NWV4
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
SW14 NE14 Section 12 respectively,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. Township 21, Range 81 E., New Mexico
August 11, 1920.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice ol
to mako Three Year Proof,
NOTICF is hereby Riven that Cesaría to nestablish
claim to the land above
on
M.,
N.
April
Mosquero,
who
Vigil, of
described, before Register and Receiver,
18, 1917, made Homestead Application, United States Land Office, at Clayton,
No. 024913. for Lot 1, Sec. 4, T. 17 N., New Mexico, on September 18, 1920.
R. 29 E., SE4 SE4, Sec. SS, SU SWÍ4,
Claimant natr.es as witnesses:
Sec. 34, Township 18 N., Range 29 E..
Ignacio Vigil, of Bueyeros, N. M.
N. M. P. Meridian, ha filed Dotlee of Pablo Garcia, of Bueyeros, N. M.; ManEnclnios, of Miera, N. M.; Julian
intention to mako Final Three Year
uel
land Padilla, of Miera, N. M.
Proof, to establish claim to the
above described, before W. H. Wlllcox,
PAZ VALVERDE,
V. 8. Commissioner, at hi office at
Register.
Roy, N. M., on the 6th day of October,
1920.

S--

SWi-N- WJ,

d,

NE14 NW14; N14j

11, 1920.

Depnrtir.rnt of the Interior
22 N..R.25 F, N.M.P.M., has filed no"C" of
Authorizes Sale.
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx., tice of intention t
make Final Hirer
July 28, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that, as di- Year, Proof, to estib ish claim to the
rected by the Commissioner of the Gen- land abov j described, before F. II, Foseral Land office, under provisions of ter, U.S Commissioner,
at his offi:e
R. S., pursuant to the applicaSee.
tion of James A. Mcintosh, David, New
Mexk'o, Serial No. 026S42, we will offer at Roy New Méx. o i the 12th d.iy of
at public sule, to the highest bidder, October 192).
but at not less than $4.00 per acre, at
Claimant names as witnesses:
10 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day of October, 1920, next, at this office, the folEd Bar. mess, Cha lei Case.drnver
lowing tract of land: NW',4 SW'A Sec.
Till, all of Mil a, New Mex.ard Clias.
3, T. 17 N., R. 30 E., N. M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
f Kov, New Mrx.
l,
preswill be declared closed when those
PAZ VALVERDE,
ent at the hour named have ceasrrt bidding. The perM.n making the highest
Reiüler.
bid will be required to immediately pay
to the Receiver the amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely tV KOTfGE OF SALE OF SCHOOL
d
land are advised lo flit
BONDS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
their claims, or objections, on or before
NO. 1 OF THE COUNTY OF
the time designated for sale.
1
THOMAS E. OWEN,
MORA, NEW MEXICO.
Receiver.
Notice is hereby given, that the un-

!

,

for

August

NOTICE Is hereby given that Donaido
Quintana, of Sabtnoso, N. M., who, on
January 17, 1910, made Homestead
Entry, ferial No. 021615. for SWÍ4
3U; W'i NWÍ4, WH SWÍ4,
SW4,
SEÍ4 SWVi and W
8E!4, Section 81,
Township 17 N., Range 25 E., N. M. Pt
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. IT. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M.( on, the 12th day of Octo- ber. 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cipriano Lujan,
Vísente F. Baca,
Juan Jose Zamora, Bonifacio Lobato, ull
M.
of Sabinoso, N.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF Till'! INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that James
M. Keiser, of Gallegos, N. M
who. on
December 14, 1910, made HomcHtead
Entry, No. 023417, for N'. Section 29,
Township 17 N., Range 32 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, lias filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Veiir Proof, to
establish claim to the land nbeve described, before A. A. Wynne. IT. S. Commissioner, at his office in Moscjuero, N.
M., on the 8th day of Oc tober, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William A. Rockwell, ,losjj)h II. Anderson, Lewie C. Anderson, Taylor B.
Smith, all of Gallegos. N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Register.

--

1

020716,

NOTICE FOR PI BMCATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEKIOTt
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

IT-IO-

ta

XOTK'K

FOR PI BMCATION

NOTICK

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of theJ)Btrict Court
for the Cointy i f Mera.
'
'.

,

semi-annual-

...

NOTICE

!

OF PENDENCY OF ACTION
To all unknown claimants of interests in the premises adverse to
(premises being the land and"
real estate hereinafter described and
described in the compfaint), defendants:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that a suit has been commenced and is now pending against-yoin the District Court of tha
Fourth Judicial District of the State
of New Mexico within and for the
County of Mora, No. 2739 on the Civil
Docket of said Court, wherein Webb
Kidd is plaintiff and you are the defendants; that the general objects of
said action are to quiet title in the
name of the plaintiff to the land and
premises situated in the counties of
Mora and San Miguel, and State of
New Mexico, described in the complaint as follows, t:
NW14 of SWiCand S
of the
SW
of Section 6, iheJWtt of the
NWtt of Section 8, all in Township
18 North, Range 25 East; the SE
of the NWí4 and the NEVi of the
SW
and the S
of the SWU of
Section 13,'the NH ot the NW!4 of
Section 24; the E of the NE Vi of
Section 23, all in Township 18 North,
'
Range 24 East, N. M. P. M.
That unless you enter or cause to
be entered ,'your appearance in Said
action on or Deiore tne 4tn day of
October, 1920,- judgment will be rendered in said cause against you by default Plaintiff's attorney is Chas.
W. G. Ward, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of the District Court,
By LUIS PACHECO, Deputy.
(Official Seal.)
to-wi-

h

-

THE

FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

carried

flight of

during

off
the
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
ranza from Mexico City, have been reWIRES HOUND ABOUT
covered, according to a statement by
the treasury department of Mexico.
THE WORLD.
Andreas Zorn, the Swedish painter,
died in Stockholm. He visited the
United States In 1911. He was a conDURING THE PAST WEEK tributor to the fund to enable Swedish
scientists to pursue their studies In the
United States.
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
President Ebert In a proclamation Issued at Berlin invited all the political
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
parties to submit loyally to disarmaPEOPLE.
ment. The proclamation said severe
penalties would be Inflicted in case of
failure to comply.
TV'tiUrn Nawapaptr Union Nw Strvlce,
A municipal strike has been called
WESTERN
In
Cardiff, Wales, according to disAbout 110,000 in cash, nuggets and
Jewelry were found In the safe of the patches received at London. The cemesunken steamship I'rlucess Sophia tery workers are affected and the
when Harold Tost, temporary receiver families of those dying have had to dig
for the Deep Sea Salvage Company, graves for their dead.
Fourteen oil workers were drowned
opened It at Juneau, Alaska.
Heedless of warnings of com- in the Panuco river at Tampico, Mexpanions who told him the train was ico, when the- foreman at the wheel
moving too fast, W. S. Gregory, em- of a lighter on which they were travelployed on construction work for the ing made a sudden maneuver to avoid
Northwestern railroad, attempted to collision with another boat.
More than 250 separate forest fires
board a swiftly moving freight train
at Lusk and fell under the wheels, los- in the district south of the Campbell
river In British Columbia have been
ing one foot.
The purser's safe, raised by divers reported within - the past few days.
from the wreck of the steamer The Still Water districts are said to
I'rlncess Sophia, which sank In the be a vast sea of flames.
Lynn canal in October,
1918, Is, at
Premier Lloyd George during his
Juneau, Alaska, awaiting examination conference with Premier Glollttl at
by officers of the company which op- Lucerne promised Great Britain would
erated the steamer. More than 200 recognize the new free state of Flume
lives were lost in the sinking of the as proposed by Gabrlelle d'AnnunzIo,
Princess Sophia.
says a Central News Dispatch from
Samuel Samuels, proprietor of a dry Rome.
goods store at Douglas, Ariz., shot und
Gen. Eugenio Martinez, who reJellied
a Mexican, whose name was ceived the
surrender of Francisco
given as Femia Lopez, as the latter
Villa's forces,
has been appointed
was seeking to enter Samuels' store chief of
operations In the states of
through a rear window. 15trs protect- Chihuahua
and Duningo and the
ing the window had been bent away
region, it was announced at the
Ihe night before und Samuels was
war department at Mexico City.
watching for an Intruder.
Due to war Influences, ten European
Gold yield of placer camps In the
in the world war
Yukon valley for 1020 Is estimated at nations engaged
f4.485,000 by mining company officials show a potential loss in population of
It Dawson. Camps in the Interior of .'15,320,000 persons since 1914, accordAlaska are expected to yield ?2,9S.",-(KK- ing to u statistical research conducted
There has been a considerable by the Society for Studying the Social
Ihrinkage In the output, It is stated, Consequences of the War. Causes of
pwing to a dry season and the decrease the abnormal fulling off in population
were attributed as follows: Killed In
In the purchasing power of gold.
An automobile driven by Dr. Horace war, 9,819,000; deaths due to augmenCall,, a prominent physician of Afton, tation of mortality, economic blockWyo., was bit by nn electric car a few ades, war epidemics, 5,301,000; fall In
miles west of Aberton, Mont., and birth rate due to mobilization of
men between 20 and 45 years
Worth Call, the
son of
Dr. and Mrs. Call was Instantly killed. of age, 20,200,000.
Dr. and Mrs. Call were both struck GENERAL
unconscious and their two babies were
The Pennsylvania state highway decut and bruised. The car was utterly partment Is erecting standard scales
demolished.
at various points along the main highCharges that A. C. Townley, presiways for testing overweights of trucks.
dent of the Nonpartisan league, owns
Leslie Allen, a negro, was shot and
the controlling Interest In a sisal company at Miami, Fla., are contained in killed near Vlrgllina, Va., by a posse
a suit filed at Fargo, N. D by James of Halifax county citizens, following
It. Waters, former manager of the charges that Allen had Insulted two
Bank of North Dakota. Mr. Waters small white girls at Buffalo Springs,
demands payment of $5,000, which, he Va.
alleges, was the annual salary prom
Marshal Foch will visit the United
Ised him by Townley
for handling States when the European situation
the latter's interests In the sisal com- permits, he told Supreme Knight James
pany. Mr. Townley recently testified A. Flaherty, In response to a formal Inin bankruptcy proceedings that he had vitation, extended by Mr. Flaherty at
no interest of any kind In any a banquet at Metz.
property.
Announcement of a reward of $500
A few hours after Macedonio Esca- for the arrest of the mnn who has
lante, a house painter, touched a power fallen into the habit of holding up the
wire that sent 11,000 volts of elec- stage between Cedarbrook and Miami,
tricity through him at Phoenix, Ariz., In the mountains near Yosemite Nabe' was telling his father he would be tional Park, has been posted upon ornil right in a day or two. C. L. Baker, ders of Governor Stephens of CaliforIlls foreman, saw him hanging from nia.
the wire, smoke rising from one arm.
Clarence Coombs, alternate pilot of
As Baker ran to get help, Escalante the "Texas Wildcat," one of three
dropped to the ground five feet below American entries In the International
and was taken to a hospital. He had airplane race, has sailed en route for
been painting the transformer house Paris to assist Poland Rohlfs, former
of a cotton gin. Physicians declared holder of the world's altitude record, In
the voltage many times enough to kill his attempt to lift the Gordon Bennett
-. ..
Finan".
v;aviation cup.
).
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In nn attempt to get á baby panther
ns a mascot, members of the One Hundred and Fourth aero squadron fought
a mother panther and four cubs In a
cave near Sanderson, Tex., according
to war department advices In Washington. The mother panther defeated
the squadron.

Two thirsty burglars entered the
local church at Middleton, N. Y and,
after opening the cupboard where the

sacramental wine

Is

stored,

drank

themselves to sleep. The sexton found
them snoring on the altar steps.

The marquis of Blunford and Lord
Ivor Churchill have been left $1,000,-00- 0
each by their grandfather, William
The campnign of the National Wo- K. Vanderbilt, it became known when
a summary
of Mr. Vanderbilt's will
man's party for ratification of the was
made public. Both are sons of the
suffrage amendment has cost $150,000, Duchess of Marlborough, formerly Conaccording to: nn announcement
nt suelo Vanderbilt.
Washington.
Party officers estimated Announcement that the gunboat Sacnt least $80,000 was spent to get the ramento had been ordered to La Ceiba,
thirty-sixt0
ratification, at leastHonduras, ready to protect American
of which Is yet to. be raised.
Interests if necessary, revealed that ofAccording to El Heraldo, President ficials have been watching with growde la Huerta has announced that no ing', concern revolutionary movements
condition for. the recognition
of the developing in several Central American
countries.
Mexican government havet been ImThe four United States airplanes
posed by the United States or France.
lie Is flying from Mineóla, N. Y., to Nome
"The Mexican government,"
h

$10,-00-

,

quoted as saying, "is giving all guarantees to foreign countries and not
seeking to brenk promises with foreign
countries, and It does not believe foreign nations have any, reason to impose conditions belittling our dignity."
Production of bituminous coal reached its 1920 peak during theweek ended Aug. 14th when the" miners turned
out 11,728,000 net tons. The geological
survey, In making this announcment
made public figures showing production of bituminous coal since
last
January 1st to total 324,877,000 tons,
which Is 48,250,000 tons greuter than
the 1919 production at the same date.
Every indication points toward a
total motor registration In the United
States by 1925 of double the present
figures or 15,000,000 passenger cars
sud trucks.

MARKET

arrived there safely. The actual flying time from New York was fifty- five hours, Cnpt. St. Clair Street, head
of the expedition, announced. The
hop-of- f
on the return trip to New York
will be made in a few days.
It Is estimated that during 1919 the
automobiles . in this country carried
three times as many passengers as the
railroads In the United States, and
conveyed them over a total mileage
equal to half again the railroad passenger mileage.
Bird dogs from all parts of the Unit
ed States will be In Crookston, Minn.,
field trial
Sept. 9 for the
club events. Announcement has been
made by Dr. T. Benton King, secretary of the club, that rtie field trials
will be In the vicinity of Crookston.

Southwest

FilANY WOUNDED

THE LIVES OF

MANY

PEOPLE.
'utile
Several bunches or tholre steer from
the northwestern part of the state were
on sHle. The di'inund (or such stock Is
good with Quotations ranKinK from $11
to $12 for the Rood to choice killers,
while fair steers are quoted from J'J to LOOT UNIONIST HOMES
$10.50. Plain, half-fa- t
steers are quoted from S!) down.
Cows are in pood demand if choice,
but the half-fcows are slow to
move, hiiycji-beine; unwilling to take EXTENSIVE
OF
DESTRUCTION
them on beinuso they do not kill well.
Good to ohoice cows are bringing $7 to
PROPERTY CAUSED BY BURN$S, and
liKht fancy killers would
bring a little more. Pretty fair cows
ING HOMES IN BELFAST.
are selling . from $6.25 to $7 and the
plainer grades from $5.75 down.
Veals are higher with good ones selling up to $12. Blockers in fair demand
Western Newspaper Union News Servlct.
but the market a little quiet. Prices
remain unchanged.
Belfast, Aug. .10. Kleven men dear.
licet Steers.
Choice 1,335-lsteers from the Is the toll of n night's fighting in
ranges of northwestern Colorado sold
In addition to the six men killed
at $12, this being the highest price
paid here for native grass steers for during the height of the buttle five of
Other good steers
several weeks.
brought $11 and most of the fair kinds the wounded have died since.
sold from $8 to $9.
A feature of the rioting whs the exlulls nnd fnlves.
One
veals
bunch
of attractive
brought $12, which Is the highest paid tent of the destruction of property by
for some time. Carload lots sold at Incendiarism. The fire brigade had an
$11.75.
Medium to fair grades of
especially hard time dining the night
calves are selling from $9.50 to $11.
Little change was made In bulls. The In fighting the flames.
Their work
supply comprised Individual lots, the
best of which sold at $5.50. Commoner was rendered hideous by the constant
$4.25
to $5.
kinds are selling from
rattle of machine guns. The Sinn F0I11-er- s
Feeders and Storkers.
Prices are holding steady and unwere In strong force and appeared
changed on most grades. Common thin
kinds are slightly lower than a week to be well supplied with arms and amago. Good fleshy feeders are finding munition.
many buyers at comparatively decent
prices. Quotations range from $7.60 to
The greatest of bitterness was disStockers of
$8.50 for good grades.
quality are selling from $6.75 to $7.25. played during Ihe fighting. There wits
a great amount of wrecking of houses
nogs.
$14.00014.75 and the burning of furniture botli inGood hogs
doors and on the street.
Sheep.
Good 'at lambs sold at $11.90 flat,
The yells, of the mob, shrieks of
and a bunch of pretty decent yearlings women and children and groans of the
brought $6.75. Fair to good ewes sold
all the way from $5 to $6. Quotations Injured were audible throughout the
nn best feeders ranun from $11 to fighting.
When the rioting was at Its
$11.50. Ewes are quotable up to $6.25.
worst, women eould he seen, find in
Dressed 1 Dry.
The following
prices on dressed their night nttlre, rushing from their
poultry are net F. U. li. Denver.
homes, attempting to lead their famiTurkeys, No. Is
lies from the danger zone.
Turkeys, old toms
Hens, lb
This was Ihe worst fight since what
(ff 3 o
30
Ducks, young
is popularly known as the battle of
Cease
,...25 fe27
liuosterg
...23 4 -- 5
Kashmir road. .All the killed were
young men, the victims of gunshot
Live Poultry.
30
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over....
wounds.
24
Hens, lb
23
Ducklings
Ballymncarrett, a suburb of Belfast,
22
20
Goslings
responded to the lord mayor's appeal
35
4k38
liroiltrs, 1920 crop
16
Cocks
and remained fairly quiet, but Culllng-tre- e
road, abutting Grosvenor road, the
i:gga.
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
Unionist district, became the storm
count
$12.50012.75
center.
L,oks off, per doz
.47
The latter sifted to the northern
llutter.
56
part of the city by way of Townsend
Creamery, first grade
50
48
Creamery, second grade
street, a long thoroughfare extending
49
Process llutter
40
from the Falls to Old Lodge road.
Packing stock
The latter and the upper parts of
llutter Tut.
54
Direct
056
Crumlln nnd Old Turk roads were the
50
48
Station
centers of the fiercest fighting of the
whole, especially the "Marrowbone,"
Fruit.
Apples, new, Colo., box
$2.25 04.00
Apricots, crate
2.503.50 Ihe nickname of the Nationalist enCantaloupes, standard cits... 1.ÜO0 2.5U clave nt the top of Old I'ark road.
Cantaloupes, pony crates.... l.i.5 i 1.50
In Ibis neighborhood
Sinn
Currants, pints, crate
6.!0ii 7.25
2.00 'a 4. uO made an organized descent on UnionPears, box
.'I.oj'k 3.0U
Watermelcns
ists on Crumlin road, smashing winYrgelii liles.
dows
and firing into houses. Failure
$
.20
Asparagus, lb
.15i 9.Ü0
fiy the police to hold them back led to
8.50
Means, navy, cwt
I leans, Pinto, cwt
6.000 6.75
the summoning of 'military aid. For
r.eans, Lima, lb
22 it .25
several hours armored cars were In ac06 i
.07
Deans, green, lb
Beans, wax, lb
.050 .06
tion together with squads of soldiers
Ileets, Colo., doz. bunches
.300 .40
ind police and volleys were poured Into
lieets, cwt
3.UO0 4.00
1.00 0 1.25
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
the crowd. After two hours of stiff
Carrots, cwt
4.000 5.00
fighting the Sinn Felners were driven
H. Jf. Cucumbers, doz..
.75
Celery. Colo
600 .75
Brown quarters, but sniping
Corn, Colorado, doz
300 .40 ' back into
Into the Unionist quarters continued
Leaf lettuce, h. h., doz...
.400 .50
Lettuce, head, doz
900 1.00" for several hours.
Í.OO0 3.60
Onions, Colo., cwt
peas,
lb
Green
100 .12
Three attempts were made to burn
Peppers
100 .15
the Independent Labor party hull. The
Potatoes, new
1.000 3.50
200 .30
Hadishes, long h. h
building was seriously damaged.
200 .30
liadishes. round h. h
03
.04
Khubarb, lb:
0
04 0
.05
Spinach
South American Ports Tied Up.
Tomatoes, Colo., lb
080 .10
4.00
Turnips, cwt
San Francisco, Calif. Strikes of
dock workers at some ports on the
KASTEKX I.IVK STOCK.
At C'hleiigo.
Chicago. Cattle Choice steers and west coast of South America are degood yearlings generally strong to 25o laying loadings considerably, accordhigher; grassers and ranges draggy,
steady, 50c lower; top steers, $17.75; ing to memorandum filed with the
bulk, good and choice, $15,25017.40; Chamber of Commerce, marine depart
grassy kind mostly, $9.00014.00; good ment, here, by John Ilalvorsen, capto best cows. $9.50012.50: canners,
Ilal$4.0004.75; steady, medium grades, tain of the ship La 1'rlmara.
$6.5009.00, verv dull; bulls slow, most- vorsen said his vessel was delayed
6.75;
bologna,
$6.500
ly 25c lower; bulk
top, $7.00; calves steady; choice veal-er- s, fourteen days In loading by a strike at
$14.50015.00; stockers, steady to Antofagasta.
lower.
Hogs Mostly 10015c lower than
Saturday's average; closed weak; early
Launches Drive on Firearms.
top, $15.75. out of line; bulk light and
butcher hogs, $14.90015.50; bulk packMadrid.
Strict measures are to be
ing sows, $14.00014.25; pigs slow, fully
25c lower.
taken to restrain the frequent use of
Sheep Native lambs. 25c higher; top,
gov
$12.25; hulk. )11.00ii 12.00; best range firearms, it is announced by the
lambs, 600 75c lower; choice Nevada, ernment. According to latest Informa
$13.75; sheep, steady; good to best
wethers, $7.250 7.75; ewes,( $7.25 down; ción, over three million persons in
Newsfeeders, steady to higher; best feeder Spain carry loaded revolvers.
lambs held at $12.50.
paper reports show wherever strikes
II A V AND GltAI.V.
jr other disturbances occur firearms
(mill.
always used, with frequent-Hiiylng prices (bulk) carloads, F. O. ire almost
fatal consequences.
R Denver:
$"2.90
Corn, No. 3 yellow.
2.85
Corn. No. 3 mixed
3.00
Oats, per cwt
Breaks Immigration Records.
2.30
Barley, per cwt
liny.
York. Arrival' of 18,691 aliens
Now
$119.00
Timothy, No. 1. ton
28.00 during the week broke all Immigration
Timothv. No. 2, ton
28.00 records at Kills Island since" the outSouth Pork, No. 1, ton
26 00
Smith Park. No. 2, ton.
25 00 break of the war. l'rolmbly the worst
Alfalfa, ton
23.00 congestion In the history of the ImmiSecond Bottom. No. 1, ton
2,.
ton
21.50
No.
Bottom,
Second
10.00 gration station confronted authorities
Straw
with considerably more than 2,000 to
( lilciigo Ciish Grain.
be housed and fed.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $2.55
No. 2 hard. $2.54 02.56.
2.66:
Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.6301.64; No. 2
Orders Cruiser to Protect Americans.
yellow, $1.68.
Oats No. 2 white. 71 71 Si: No. 3
Washington.
At the request' of the
White, 68W70c
Rye No. 2, $ 2.03 2.03 .
State Department, the American cruiBarlev $1.1001.12.
ser I'lttsburg, now at Ueval, has been
Timothv Seed $6.6007.50.
Clover Seed $22.00027.00.
mlered to Danzig to protect AmeriPork Nominal.
can lites, according to announcement.
Lard $18.25.
Ribs $14.00015.50.
)f Secretary of thtf Navy Daniels.
PotHto Itlnrkrt.
Chicago.
Potatoes
Market
firm.
Police Chief Shot by Deputy. .
Virginia Cobblers. $4.7506.00 per barrel; Jersey sacked, $3.003.10 pel
(la; Chief of ToUee F. S.
Athens,
cwt; Minnesota Early Ohios, $2.650
175.
Jenkins of Athens was shot to death
Chicago Dairy.
Chicago Butter Creamery. 44 055c. by William A. Iteynolds, deputy sheriff
49
Firsts,
Eggs Higher.
048c; of McMinn county, 'as the twp officers
ordinary firsts,
at mark,
eases Included, 43045c; storage packed were guarding a bridge in expectation
firsts. 48 049c.
a
Six shots
Poultry Alive, unchanged.
Fowls, of Intercepting moonshiner.
wer fired Into Jenkins' body. Iteynolds
83c; springs, 34c.
surrendered, but refused to make a
Met i, I Mnrkrr.
COLORADO SETTLEMENT PRICES.
statement. (Wiles' McCann, the only
$ .98
Bar silver (United States)
witness, was said by the authorities to
par silver (foreign)
95
Zinc
have stated that Jenkins was shot aft7.85
Copper
19
er he had threatened Iteynolds.
,
jcad . t
9.00
at
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New Mexico
and Arizona

SINN FEIN RIOT IN BELFAST COST
Western Newspaper Union News Strvlca.
.DENVKIl MAKIvUTS;

News

From All Over

QUOTATIONS

Car-

La-gul-

seven-year-ol-

ELEVEN SLAIN;

LATE

A resolution advocating a general
boycott of Belfast farms owing to alleged persecution of Catholics has Just
been adopted by the Leltrim county
council.
Ten million pesos of the 11,000,000

IN PARAGRAPHS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
Las Vegas Is Installing new traffic

blocks on lie street corners to help
enforce the traffic ordinances requiring the turning of n square corner.
A fine stone school house was built
by the people of Montoya Springs, San
Miguel county, In New Mexico, in just
three weeks after they decided to
?roct it. The people quit their regain1 work and nil pitched in to help.
Anol her 40,000 pounds in
wool shipments was made Ibis
non 111 In San Juan county, New Mexico, There have now been forty-fou- r
men who have shipped
ind their shipments have passed the
i 00,000 pound mark.
Jesus Maria Barbón was found not
itiilty in the west. Phoenix precinct
Justice Court on a charge of murdering
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Krhardt nt their
home in I'hoeulx the night of June 6.
Barbón lias been In custody
since
lime 14, and was alleged to have made
1 confession.
Lieut Alexander l'earson, famous
for his victory In the first transconti
nental air race, was painfully Injured,
possibly Internally, and Lieut Frank
M. raid suffered several cuts
about
the head and face when llieir plane
crashed thirty feet to the ground In a
nose dive at Douglas, Ariz.
John A. J'.erinudcs, who lived on a
ranch about thirty miles east of
Albuquerque, was instantly killed bv
lightning
during n severe elecirl.
storm recently. Berinudes was wir'
ing among his cattle when the
up and the body was found se
eral hours later by his son.
Carl Jacobs, flfih man to be sentenced of a charge of aggravated
assault In connection with the attempted jail delivery
nt the county
jail at I'hoeulx recently,
In which
prisoiKys choked and beat the night

jailer, vt'ns sentenced In superior court
to serve three to five years In slate
prison.
Following the discovery In a I'hoenix
warehouse of fifteen crates and boxes
declared by agents of the department of justice to have been stolen
from the government, K. V. Voss, carpenter, employed at the United States
public health service hospital at
Whipple barracks, l'reseott, was arrested. .
According to a report of the management, the Albuquerque
Business
College opened on the first of September with the largest enrollment in history. This was the firsti collcgeiof its
kind In the state, and since it was
established under the present management, twelve years ago, it has grown
much beyond the greatest expectations.
Uncle Sam will take full charge of
the hot springs at Hot Springs, Sierra
county, N. Mex. They are on federal
laud and the department of the interior now has the question of their
care under consideration, it was announced at the federal land office at
Santa Fe. There Is a possibility that
they will be made a national monument.
Three days after he hanged himself,
the body of nn old man was found
dangling at the end of a rope ihrown
ver a rafter in an unused stable In
I'eorla, Ariz,. Officers could not say
anything definite regarding his nationality, as the body was in a decomposed condition when found. No means
of 'identification were found on the
body, but It Is thought the dead man
might have been a Mexican, who had
been noticed loitering around I'eorla,
but who bad not been seen recently.
Colonel John J. Boniface has arrived
in I'hoenix and will make that city his
headquarters for the next four years.
Colonel Boniface has been placed in
command of the national guard cavalry regiments . of Arizona and New
throughout
Mexico. He Is
the state and nerved several years on
Ihe border at Douglas.
The new gold and silver cyanide mill
of the Duncan Mining & Milling Company, In the Sleeplerock district, western (iriint comity, New Mexico, twelve
miles east of Duncan, Ariz., was completed about a monlh ago and recently
made Its first trial on the gold and silver ores und.the
in
first clean-ueighteen days yielded a. bar of bullion
which sold at the United Stales mint
in San Francisco for .fJO.OOO.
A story, of misfortune and death on
the desert was told In the sheriff's office at I'hoenix by Michael Sunnr,
thirteen years old, and two deputy
sheriffs who had gone to Agua Callente, eighty miles southwest 0 there,
to Investigate reports of the death of
Marco Sunnr, the boy's uncle. Stricken
by heat, the man had wandered on the
desert until he fell and died within a
few miles of Agua Caliente, the officers said.
A. J. Rtoekbrldge, who Is In charge
of the old Dan Hind property, now
known as the Itocky Trail mine, near
Silver City, Mexico, has Installed a
fifty-tocrusher and mill to handle
the free milling gold ore wUIch is being mined In that section.
Indian , boy was instantly killed by lightning .while play-- ,
lug on the flats near Gibson, N, M
Although the hoy was dressed with a
hcavj woolen shirt, nwoater and leather trousers, all the clothing was torn
from his body when the bolt struck
well-know-

p

n

him.

By Taking Lydia E.

Pink-ham-

's

Vegetable Compound.
Many Such Caaes.
Cairo. 111. "Sometime ago I got so
bad with female trouble that I thought
1 would have to be
operated on. I had
j!!!JlllJJ'illjjjJ a bad displacement.
My right side would
pain me and I was
"t
i
so nervous I could
jr.'
j
not hold a glass of
water. Many times
' '
I would have to stop
my work and sit
down or I would fall
on the floor in a
faint I consulted
several doctors and
every one told me the same but I kept
ngnunK lu Keepiiuiu Having
vitiation. I had read so many times of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
it helped my sister so I began taking
1 have never felt better than I have
since then and I keep house and am able
to do all my work. The Vegetable Compound is eertainlyone grand medicine."
-- Mrs. J. R. Matthews, 3311 Sycamore
Street Cairo, 111.
Of course there are many serious cases
that only a surgical operation will relieve. We freely acknowledge this, but
the above letter, and many others like
amply prove that many operations are
recommended when medicine in many
cases is all that is needed. '
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass.
11

it

it

16799
DIED

in New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow

yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's national remedy since 1698.
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed.
Look for the nun Gold Medal ea ever? box
and accept do imitation
WOULD

ALSO

LIKE TO KNOW

Problem Put Up to Private Kelly Was
Something Over Which He Had
Been Pondering.
Kelly had drawn a summary for being absent from post while on guard
duty.
"Where wen) yon?" demanded the
Judge advocate, "when the sergeant of
the guard passed Just In front of your
post?"
"At the rear."
"Where were .von when the corporal
passed Just behind it?"
"At the front."
"And now," triumphantly, "where
were you when the sergeant and the
corporal walked around your post
from opposite direction without seeing you V"
"Judge," said Kelly
hopefully,
"that's been worrying me. Where was
I?" The American Legion Weekly.
.

Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle of
?ASTOWA, that famous old remedy
Cor infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of (
Tn Pba for (Ivor .40 Yon ra
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Candid Criticism.
The family had Just lost their little
dog. It had been run over by a motor- -'
car, nnd the remains were awaiting
stnte hurial In the garden. The two
younger brothers were discussing the
tragedy.
"Do you think," Inquired the elder,
"that God would perforin a miníele
on Toby and bring him back to life if
we asked him?"
"Oh, no," wisely replied the younger. "Von see, Ood wanted a little (log
In heaven, and as Toby was the nicest
dog he knew, he took him." A pause
then he added under his breath: "l!ut
It was n very mean thing to do!""

Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
better than Cuticura Soap-dailand Ointment now and then as
needed to make the complexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
Cutlcura Talcum and you have the
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Adv.
Nothing

Allies.
"Some of the boarders sat up talkin''
till 'way after midnight."
Farmer
"I heard 'em," nnswered
"Mostly politics, wasn't
Oorntossel.
It?"
"Yes, hut other things was menSeveral said that if the
tioned.
mosquitoes kep' this bad they were
goln' to leave."
"Well, mebhe mosquitoes is some
good after all."

Lots of people In the swim have a
hard time to keep their heads above
water.

JUfily
SíN.

Wk'G&Mijfi

V.
YOUR

"t-Íat- C

Hao Strong, HtaUh,

Ey.U they Tire, Itch,

Smart or Burn, if Sore,
Irritated, Inflamed or

tYLo Granulated. useMurine
Siten. Soothes, Refreshes, Safe for
Infant or Adult At all Druggists. Write for
?ree Eye Book. Hiruu Er iemtdy Ce., Chin
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SAY "DIAMOND DYES"
Don't streak or ruin your material In st
poor dye. Insist on "Diamond Dyes."
Easy directions in package.

II

"CORNS"
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This Job Is What Is Called a Sinecure

51
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CHICAGO.

Once

more-

Tn JOd y

the

courts

that Peter C.
is entitled to the position of
chief material Inspector of the city
division of public works and to $35,000
back salary. An order to thnt effect
has been entered in the Circuit court
by Judge Oscar At Torrlson.
Mr. McArdle, a contractor living at
3044 Grand boulevard,

There shall rise from this confuted sound of roicet
A firmer faith than that our fathers knew,
A deep religion which alone rejoices
la worship of the Infinitely True,
Not built on rite or portent, but a finer
And purer reverence for a Lord diviner.
There shall come from out of the noise of strife and
groaning
A broader and juster brotherhood,
A deep equality of aim, postponing
All selfish seeking to the general good.
There shall come a time when each shall to another
Be as Christ would have him brother unto brother.

,u'4i

Labor Organization

in

America Can Be Traced
to Movement in 1803
Organizations among American laborers began In 18IK!, when the ship
carpenters and calkers of New York
anil Boston organized.
The tailors
of New York funned a union the same
year, and 1803 also witnessed the first
industrial strike In America, when the
New York sailors refused to work.
Before that, however, there had been
labor disturbances among the bakers
of New York and the boot and shoe
makers of Philadelphia.
It was during the sailors' strike of ISO,'!, the
Massachusetts shipbuilders' strike of
1817, and the Albany printers' strike
of 1820, that the terms "rat," and
"scab" were first used. From local
unions, the organization of labor progressed until in 1850 the first International labor union, that of the print- rs. was launched.
The first "martyrs to trade union-Ism- "
were thrown Into jail at
Kng., 77 years
Dorsetshire,
ago. They were James and George
Lovelace,- Thomas Stuntield, James
Bryne.
The first three men were
Wesleyan preachers, who worked as
farm luborers on week days and
preached the gospel on Sundays.
Their Imprisonment was due to their
attempt to form a union of farm laborers to protest against a proposed
reduction In wages from seven shillings to six shillings less than $1.50
a week. The landlords were
and the "conIn Dorsetshire,
spirators" were arrested, stripped,
shorn of their hair and cast Into Jail
and eventuully sentenced to seven
years' Inprisonment,
The first demand of labor unions
day was made at
for an eight-hou- r
a convention held In Baltimore, Aualso
This congress
gust 21, 188G.
marked the first attempt to organize a
federation of the various
national
trade unions, national and international, then existing In the United
States and Canada. One hundred delrepresenting
were present,
egates
about 60 Organizations. The demand
day was but an Infor the eight-hou- r
cident In the sessions of the congress,
but at succeeding gatherings it assumed great Importance and became
the leading plank of organized labor's platform. The second convention
was held In Chicago in 18(57. The National Labor union, after meetings In
Boston, Philadelphia and Columbus,
went out of existence In 1874, but at
an International congress held at
Rochester In that, year the movement
was revived under other names. Several organizations divided the allegiance of organized labor, but In 1881
the Federation of Organized Trades
and Labor Unions of the United States
and Canada was launched, and ont
of this has grown the powerful American Federation of Labor.
--

-

'

I

There shall come a time when knowledge wide extended,
Seeks each man's pleasure in the general health,
And all shall hold irrevocably blended
The individual and the commonwealth;
When man and woman in an equal union
Shall merge, and marriage be a true communion.

does not rejoice
overmuch because of the decision,
however. He has been the victor In
other court battles during the last
twelve years, and every flme the city
has appealed, as It Intimates It will
this time. Besides, the Job to which
he Is restored no longer exists.
The fight dates back to 1908, when
Mr. McArdle was ousted by the Busse
administration.
At thnt time he asserted he lost out because he refused
to enter to the "coal ring grafters."
Appointed to the position of cement
tester In 1898, he was made chief tester In 1005, when the title of his de

Has

Labor's First

Certain

for 'Place

On March 12, 1008, Mr. McArdle was
demoted to cement Inspector at $125 a
month and Hurry C. Parkes was appointed to his former position.
He
was laid off by Mr. Parkes on Sept. 6,
1900, "because of lack of work," the
latter said.
Following this McArdle was requested to resign under penalty of having
charges preferred against him. Mcwere
Ardle asserted the charges
groundless, refused to resign and was
suspended. He then filed suit against
the city.
In 1911 the case was decided In favor of McArdle, but It was appealed to
the Appellate court nnd was returned
to the lower courts. In the latter part
of 1919 the Circuit court found for
him, and again the Appellate court
was appealed to by the city. Judge
Thomas Taylor, Jr., of the higher
court entered an order on Doc. 31,
1919, affirming the Judgment of the
A writ of certiorari
lower court.
was then filed by the city to be heard
by the Supreme court, but the latter
body refused to hear pleas on the mat-

ter.
So McArdle gets his Job back
theoretically.
However, that $35,000 Is a condition,
not a theory.

Tempelliof, a
BOSTON. Fritz
the United States for
our
years, must go back to Argenforty-f-

the Sun'

Was

Drop a little
Doesn't hurt a bit!
"Freezone" on un aching corn, Instantly
that corn stops hurting, then shortly
you lift It right off with fingers. Truly I
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or Irritation.

WHERE THEY WOULD BE LOST
Deaf Mutes Had the Advantage in the
Noisy Subway, but How About

the Darkness?
Senator Thomas J. Walsh of Montana and his secretary were returning
from a late session of the senate one
night by way of the
motor that runs through the subway.
This queer, though reputed to be
luxurious, motorcar makes more noise
than nn airplane, nnd In the clatter
nnd noise one usually sits with closed
eyes until whizzed through to the other end. On this particular occasion,
however, two deaf mutes, utterly unconscious of the din, sat conversing
Senator
easily on the front sent.
Walsh watched their fingers fly, fasmerry-go-roun-

In 1917 he managed to enter as a
stowaway on a ship which he thought
was bound for America, but which was
When opposite
sailing for England.
the Irish coast and a day out of Liverpool the ship was torpedoed. Tempelliof was picked up by a Portuguese
freighter bound for Argentina, and In
a few weeks was back In that coun-

"Gold In the Head"

attack of Nasal Catarrh.
Those subject to fluent "colds in the
head" will And that the use of HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up the
System, cleanse the Blood and render
them less liable to colds. Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to
Chronic Catarrh.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is
taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the Systry.
tem, thus reducing the Inflammation and
normal conditions.
Several weeks ago he again became restoring
All Druggists. Circulars free.
a stowaway, this time on the freightCheney
& Co., Toledo, Ohio.
F. J.
er West Galeta, and landed In Boston,
Right.
He was detained by the Immigration
Wee boys have their own way of
officials nnd his case reported to WashJudging time, as
Johnnie
ington.
proved the other morning. His mother
The Rev. Walter A. Maier of DorIn had taken him on a shopping tour
chester has become Interested
Tempelhof's predicament. He said he with her. She shopped long and then
would appeal to the American Legion met an acquaintance and began a disfor pressure upon the state department cussion on the subject of her purto allow Tempelhof to Join his family chases. John endured it as long as he
Then he touched her elbow.
in the United States because of Ills could.
"Hurry up, mother," he pleaded. "I
for the country.
son's sen-Icewould like to go to dinner before supper time. Wouldn't you?"
la an acute

s

nonce, was playing he was an Indian,
out to destroy the hated pale faces and
all their property.
The filmy piles of lace afforded an
overwhelming
temptation and he
scratched a match on the seat of his
rngged trousers, touched It to the garments and departed from there In
great hnste.
Meanwhile the ten matrons continued In the pleasing performance of the
Australian crawl and the porpoise
duck until they noticed their dressing
tent was In flames. Which explains
why nine hid In the bushes while one,
wrapped In the' salvage of the tent,
went to a farm house and telephoned
various husbands, who were powers
It also exin the business world.
plains why the selfsame husbands
came In, enclosed cars, supplied with
blankets, nnd took their wives home
by back streets.
That is why the husbands, spurred
on by their wives, are looking for the
hated despoller of the pale face.
The community Isn't looking very
hard for him. It may Join In the
search when It gets through laughing.

In a Quandary.
"I'm In a tough position," declared
the Judge who had resigned to resume the practice of law. "Been employed to try to get a new trial for a
man I sent to jail."
"Well?"
, "Shall I decline the ease or shall
I make myself out a mutt convicting this man?" Louisville Courier-Journa- l.

Liberal.
This morning I will have for
my topic the firent Flood in Genesis.
Prominent Member of Congregation
(arising) I've got nn engagement to
play golf so I can't stay, but I'll head
the subscription list with $1,000 to relieve the suffering Genesians. Cartoons Magazine.
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This Is a Poor Way o Build a Haystack

"

d

cinated. Leaning over to his secretary, he yelled In his good ear:
"Miles, they've cot It on us, after all,
haven't they?" But in n few minutes
he followed It up gleefully with: "Say,
Miles, wheru'd they be In the dark,
though?"

Pity the Plight of These Society Dames

'

Without Pain

n
ra

partment was changed to "the testing
division." The same yenr the salury
was advanced from $125 to $250 a
month and seven assistants were add' ;
ed.

Here's Another "Man Without a Country"

tina, according to a decision received
from Director of Immigration Camlnet-tl- .
another
The decision marked
chapter In the career of Tempelliof,
'
for many years employed In Boston
estaurants, who has become known
There shall come a time when brotherhood shows stronger
as the man without a country among
Than the narrow bounds which now distract the world;
immigration officials and persons who
When the cannons roar and trumpets blare no longer,
have interested themselves In the case.
And the ironclad rusts, and battle flags are furled;
Tempelliof, who is 58 years old,
When the bars of creed and speech and race, which sever,
came to America from Germany In
Shall be fused in one humanity forever.
1876. He was 14 years old. He marLewis Morris.
ried here, and five children born of
the marriage are now living In New
York city. One of his sons fought
with the American army In France.
Early In 1914 Tempelliof shipped as
n steward on a British ship for South
The ship was In Buenos
America.
Been
To Each Man
Striving
Aires In August at the outbreak of the
war nnd Tempelliof, because of his
in
Work
Allotted
Gertnab origin, was dismissed from
the crew.
Mainly Political
to Be Required of Him
He attempted to return to the
United States, but was refused passports because he could not prove citiRarly manifestations of the labor
Columbus begged his way from
zenship.
The German embassy defeeling in the United States were podoor to door In a strange land, leadclined to help him, claiming that he
182!)
a workiuginen's ticket
ing his little son forlornly by the litical. In
was not a subject of that country
Thomas A. Kdlson was the was placed In nomination In New
hand.
he had not fulfilled his military
prey of bill collectors who dogged his York. This political movement spread obligations before migrating.
Pennsylvania
Into
and Massachusetts
footsteps like hungry wolves.
For three years lie was a derelict
There are countless other men and contributed to the formation of In the pampas country of Argentina.
known nnd unknown to history who the Loco Foco party which ofayed an
suffered nameless persecutions, even Important part In the politics of that
suffering death Itself because they period. Political organization hastened
could not be dissuade! from doing the organization for trade purposes and
work that they believed It was theirs In 1833 the General Trades union of
the city of New York elected Its presito do.
In 1832 the New
Work was their religion. It was the dent to congress.
ruling passion of their lives. "And, England Association of Farmers, Mechanics and Worklngmen was organafter all, work is the great adventure-,as Frank Lane said not long ago In ized in Boston. The three most Important labor organizations which apone of his public speeches.
peared before the Civil war were orWork should be every man's religion. God himself has said that it ganized In 1845: The New Kugland
Worklngmen's
association, the New
Is the truest way to pray. It Is only
the devil who loves to find our hands Kngland Protective union and the Industrial Congress of the United
Idle.
States. All three organizations waned MARINETTE, WIS. Pity the sad
Now, It Is true also that it is not
the ten proud and
In the early '50s, and from that time
given to all men to make magic fiduntil the end of the Civil war many haughty dames from Marinette and
dles, to grasp beauteous ceramics
from the oven or to discover new trades unions of the narrower kind Menominee who tossed aside their soDuring this period cial and club affairs, together with
worids. But, it is also true that every were formed.
man can find work for his hands to many trade union leaders character- their clothing, the while they disported
ized the trade union as exclusive and In the cooling waters of a friendly litdo. It may be very humble work, Indeed : It may be work that anyone can warmly advocated the formation ol tle lake.
In the water there were gleaming
do; but no matter what It Is, we can broader organizations which would
shoulders, many gurgles, much
holy,
pink
It
make
can
We
by
great.
masses
elevate
the
means
other
It
make
even. We can consecrate our work than the strike and the regulation of splashing; everywhere Joy nnd merriapprenticeship. In 18(50 their efforts ment.
by the soul that we put into it.
On the bank, within a dressing tent,
It seems to us that God's most gra- resulted in the formation of the Nacious dispensation to men Is that lie tional Labor union, which attempted lay ten piles of clothing crepe de
continuously creates a sufficient numto found a Labor Reform party nnd chine, charmeuse, filet lace, silk teddy-beardainty corset covers, envelope
ber of them to do the common tasks. died In 1870 "of the disease known as
chemises nnd ruffled bloomers.
If we were all of us bent on making politics."
Came a small boy, who, for the
The work laid down by the National
fiddles or ceramics, painting pictures
and weaving songs, there would be Labor union fell Into the hands of the
no one left to hew the wood and Knights of Labor, formed in December, 1SK, by loaders of a dissolved
draw the" water.
In other words, If we were all "art- local union of garment cutters In
rCKLEY. OKLA. A , duel with
Until 1882 the name L pitchforks, which may prove fatal
ists." who would cook the meals and Philadelphia.
wash the dishes?
and puryose o the order were kept to Timothy Terpin, 45, of Portland,
There Is no dignity to equal the dig- secret. In 188tl It became Involved In Ore., took place between Terpin and
nity of labor. Remember that. And the Missouri Pacific strike. Its memWilliam Vandiver, 00, formerly of
remember, too, that there Is no labor bership then numbered 700,000. ThereDenver, while the two were harvesting
that lacks dignity, no matter
after, split by Internal dissensions, hay on the Ray Cummins ranch,
or how common or how humand weakened by strikes, Its membertwenty miles north of here.
ble Its tasks may be.
ship and Influence declined. In 1014
Terpin Is In a critical condition In
It had less than 100,000 members. The
the hospital at Haxtun 'as the result
American Federation of Labor orig- of a thrust In the back and side, which
' LABOR'S HOLIDAY.
inated In an attempt to found a genpenetrated' his lung. Vandiver, who
eral organization of American work- is suffering from a badly lacerated
In 1884 the Knight of Labor
lngmen distinct from the Knights of arm, is held In the Jail at Wray pendheld a, parade In New York on
Labor on a trade union basis. A preing developments In Terpin's condithe first Monday In September
liminary convention was called by the tion.
and a resolution adopted made
Knights of Industry and the AmalgaAccording to other harvest hands
It thereafter Labor day., . Colomated Labor union the latter comwho witnessed the fray, the trouble
state
a
making
In
it
rado led
posed largely of seceders from the grew out of a dispute over the proper
holiday on March 15, 1887, and
Knights of Labor and met in Terre way to build a haystack. The men
now only two or three states
Haute, Ind., August 2, 1881. The first had been quarreling all morning and
In Pennhave not followed.
official convention met at Pittsburgh,
toward noon Terpin made a pass at
sylvania in 1893 the first SaturPa., In November, 1881. The AmeriVandiver, who was on lop of the
day was appointed, but on June
can Federation of Iabor has pracstack. Vandiver took advantage of his
Governor
Hastings
1897,
23,
tically taken the place of Its former superior height and lunged down on
signed the bill falling In line
rival, the Knights of Lalmr, the organiTerpin, thrusting his fork Into the
some
with the "First Monday."
zation which was
, ;
back and side.
years ago.
twenty-liv- e
Ytndlw. according to the witnesses.
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then Jumped down and started to run.
Terpin, though suffering acutely, got
up and gave chase. Unabl to catch
a disVandiver, he hurJed h!s;weai-otance of ten feet and struck Vandiver
on the arm, cutting a gash four Inches
long."
By this time the other workers had
Interfered and both men were taken to
the farmhouse and a doctor summoned. Terpin's condition proved to
be serious and he was removed to the
phoHaxtun hospital, where an
tograph showed a blood clot on h!
o
lung. His recovery Is doubtful,
cording to physicians.
y
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Shave With

Cuticura Soap

The New Way
Without Mu

Jcunrnn, the Wonder . Skin Food,
2.a
Made from
üleanBeH, beautifle, rejuvenates.
lecret French ti rmula of Hnest Ingrediente.
Not In etoren.
Sent for fl money or expres
order. Mile. Jjurru. Hox 8S6. Denver. UoK.
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THE

SPECIAL
Salé
Just received one

as-

sortment of Ladies
Fall Hats which will
be on sale SATURDAY SEPT 4th.
only, for

8PANISH-AMERICA-

LIBERTY
The Young Peoples Class party was
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
ucas last Saturday night. Music,
games and conversation were indulged in until a late hour, when refreshments were served. Somo twenty
guests were present
Threshing is in progress now and
ideal weather has prevailed thus far.
U1 the farmers are busy preparing
the soil for sowing the wheat, some
few are almost through sowing.
T. M. Ogden and wife, Geo. Lucas
and family, attended the S. S. Convention at Mestenito last Sunday.
Mr. Geo. Gibson and family of Arkansas, who have been here the past
few months ,are moving to Oklahoma,
going overland in their truck. Many
friends here regret their going away.
Hugh Mitchell has returned from
stay at Roy, during
a
which time he was plowing the wheat
land of C. L. Justice.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Public Sale

The Sisters of Sacred Heart Convent are prepared to take a We will sell at the V. II. An der
limited number of pupil3 for instruction on piano, organ, violin son farm 3 mi S. & 1 W. of Roy
WEDNESDAY SEPT 8, 1920
cornet, mandolin or guitar.
Sale to begin at 10 A. M. sharp
Rates as reasonable as consistent with present conditions.
3 CATTLE
9 milk cows, fullblood
bull
All music or material will be obtainable at the convent.
b
Holstein
cow
4
yrs,
black
Classes in plain sewing will also be organized.
cow Holstein, most of balance
For particulars apply at the convent on any day between 1 and are Durhams, others W-also,
some yearlings and calves.
8 P. M.
15 HORSES & MULES
Black gelding 4 yrs, 4 bay geldings
yrs, buckskin mare
S--

F.

Sisters of St. Dominic, Roy, N. M. 5 yrs,

filly,

gray mare

yr3, sorrel horse 4 yrs, gray
horse 2 yrs, roan horse 9 yrs, 3
mules, past 2 yrs, 2 mules
9

two-wee-

2 HOGS

KIV""1"

Ernest Anderson arrived

H

f--

in Roy

FARM MACHINERY
plow, Janesville
Emerson
harrow, 60tooth harrow

0

Thursday from the Kansas harvest
fields, where he has been working the
past few weeks. He is tending separator for Paul's machine, while Homer Holmes is attending the State convention of the American Legion.

sc

ffo

"Dty-Chaxio- d'i

14-d- ic

Battery

a

;!

I:

a

Janesville riding cultivator, 5ft

n

V

STORAGE BATTERY

Milwaukee mower, 9ft McC self
dumping rake, iron wheel wagon
6
P&O disc harrow, P&O 3
machine
disc, plow, washing
kitchen cabinet and other articles
months without inTERMS
terest if paid when' due, if not
paid when due to draw 10 pet
from date of sale. 8 pet discount
sums over $10. $10 and under
cash. 7 pet discount on sums
paid before 30 days, 60 days 5
pet.
Bankable notes.
Settle
before removing property.
V. H. Anderson &' Baum & Son
owners

t

14-1-

Come early for we have
a limited number.

Mrs. C. T. Watkins of near Nara-vis- a
who was brought to the Plumlee

Mercantile Co.
FOR SALE, Because of sickness
I will sell or rent my farm, 9
miles east of Roy, well improved, plenty of water, will sell on
buyer's terms or rent for share
of the crop. Iiocq Recder, Roy
N. M.

YOUR battery failing? It may want
today without your knowing it. Why not obtain our expert advice
without cost) and add to your

cords at
(best in the long run.)

on 25,

,

We have extra erocd rjrhésnn
the new 1920 Maxwells, the
neatest little car on the Mesa. '
Let us convince you. Call or
write

Schultz & Johnson clerks
Lunch, bring cups

A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

Builder.

Anderson Garage &Mch
Wrks. Roy, N. M.

Homestead Matters attended to,
Publications,
Filings
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

Mosquero, N. M.
Tires
Goodvear
Ford parts

Earl Ross of Solano was in
Roy Tuesday.

We Make The
1R EST
JAREAD
1

You Ever Tasted,

.

TRY IT

!

E. PAXTON
Grocery Co.

Enamel Ware

OUR Bread, Pies, Cakes, Pastries
Are the necest you ever Saw.
"Quality" our raotto.

1-- 2

1

Try Us
The Ideal Bakery & Confectionery Company
Bread, Patsries, Confectionery

1-- 2

Fruit Jars
"
Qt "
Gal

Mr. McKenzie, roadmaster of the
E. P. & S. W. was in town Monday
on business.

JUST RECEIVED
A CAR LOAD OF

Price
1.25

VAN BRUNT GRAIN

1.15

DRILLS.

High Grade Silver Band
Coffee 3 lb. cans 1 .55
1

lb. can

.55

"A Square Deal Every Day"

WE WERE FORTUNATE IN RECEIVING A CAR

o

OF THESE DRILLS WHICH WERE ORDERED

ROY

Foster Blk

-10

COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.

USL Battery with durable Machine-Paste- d
Plates. Our Service is a Good-Wi- ll

The Pioneer
Garage

Straight Rates. Fisk
Southwestern Realty Co.
3

We will give you the kind of battery
service the Golden Rule stands for. We'll
not try to sell you a new battery if your
old one is repairable. And if it is, we'll
guarantee.it for eight months on an adjustment basis.
If it is not repairable we'll sell you a

LIBERTY GARAGE

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Phone

y?

Buy "SILVERTONE"

sheim

:-

ISattention

Fabrick tires are not
Strong enough for
trucks.

Floer
.

Eight months added
to your battery life

hospital several days ago in a very
critical condition has improved wonderfully, and although her life was
despaired of for several days, she is
now up and able to return home.

SEVERAL MONTHS AGO.

&S3IC5

BRING YOUR
hard, soft, low or higH
In
you,
here we live to dyE
,
worth-whileNeat,
nifty work for faiR
Tailored styles, the real
Step in and get your one best bet in service, skill and carE
and can
Here is the man who
All clothing, too, repaired for
11

(BMPrnM

block

Right Here:
DOC McCARGO, The Cleaner
Roy, New Mexico
'

Come in and watch us throw a fit.

on
.tk)

Ía

!Zt

-

S

,'.--

rr

feci
mi

imi
Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Clerk furnished if desire''
take
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
See me and get my teras and dates
Dates made
before deciding about your sale.
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

Ar d erson Mch. Wks., Roy, NM.

n

THE "VAN BRUNT" DRILL IS TOO WELL KNOWN
TO

NEED FURTHER COMMENT.

IF YOU ARE GOING TO
NEED A GRAIN DRILL
THIS SEASON, DON'T '
DELAY- BUY NOW
REASONABLY

PRICED-An-

d

one price to all

WILSON COMPANY
MILLS, NEW MEXICO

The OVERLAND FOUR is the Mr.T. E. Mitchell left Tuesday
Dr. J. A. Stevens returned bsck
Roy,
to
after spending about 30 car you want. Built for service for Lovington, N. Mex. on a busand pleasure.
Having rented my farm because days in Jackson Mich.
iness mission.
J. E. Busey.
of poor health I will sacrifice my
J.P. and S.S. Hutton are visit
personal property to the most
LODGE DIRECTORY
symphathetic bidder. No junk ing with the Browning family
For Sale
One
H.P Fairbanks
all high graHe red 'and durham this week . The Huttons are
A. F. & A. M.
condi
locating here. They come Morse tractor: first-clas- s
cattle and farm machinery in
tion very powerful; uses gasoline
ACACIA LODGE HO. 63
first class condition ready for from Henryetta Okla.
kerosme or distillate; long life
immediate service.
Everything
'Meets üno. and 4th Satur
to be guaranteed exactly as really
It is reported that J. W. Scott slow speed ngine with friction
days of month
is. Wot leaving the country but has purchased 2 sees, of land N. clutch belt wheel. Suitable for
W.M
T. E, MITCHELL.
going int other business for my W. of town from K S. Brown plowing.drilling.road grading, or
Ooden, Secy.
Irvin
health. At my farm 9 mi east and will build a beautiful home stationary power. Will sell cheap
All Masons welcome.
&
N. of Roy, 6 mi N. & 2 E on the land. We are glad Mr. Scott for cash or bankable note. Write
Beeth Bros.' Mining Co.
to
has decided to stay with us.
of Solano, U mi N-of
)
lucumcari íew Mexico
on
TUESDAY SEPT 7. 1920 ,
Sale to tegln at 10 A. M.
I. O. O. F.
i9 CaTTLE
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Reg roan durham bull, Syrs, 4
Meets at "Masonic Hall.
high grade red cow.s 4&5 yrs, I
Every Wednesday Evening
fresh in Oct. 2 holstein &
George M, Lewis, N. G.
mixed cows, 1 with calf at side
Tom Strong, Secy.
the. other 6 yrs giving milk, extra
Visiting Brothers welcome.
6 yrs, roan
good, Jersey-Durha'
Shelf and Builders Hardware, liar
durham 6 yrs, red heifer 2 yrs
Rebekah Degree
all of above with calf from reg
ness and Harness Repairs, Stoves
red heifers,- 4
bull, 3
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Automobile Accessories, Windspring calves weaned, spring
Meets 1st and 3rd. Friday
mills, Tanks, Tools, Coal. Lime
bull calf, 31 32 thorubred.
Evening each month
4 HORSES
Masonic Hall
Cement, Lumber and all kinds of
Percheron filly,
Mrs. Rachel Lewis, N. G.
Building Material.
hliy saddle mare, mare o yrs
Mrs. M. Etta Plumlee, Sec'y.
sorrel horse ti y rj.
Visiting Sisters welcome

PUBLIC

SALE

16-2- 5

fig-uring-
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Mos-que- r.

S-I-

We Cordially Invite The
Public To Call And See Our
Line of

I.

m

3 HOGS

Duroc Jersey boar,
can be
reg. Poland Chim sow, Duroc
Jersey bow, both Svws farrow in
Oct.
1--

FARM MACHINERY v
7ft McC binder, New Big 4 McC
mower. McC hny rake, Common
Sense J D lister, P&O rod plow
Mould board plow, P&O disc
sled, Hoosier
drill, Butter-'fl- y
4 2 size cream sep, J D
wagon, set chain harness, several
collars, saddle, seld and buggy
bed, buggy pole and shafts, basket hay rack, set leather harness
and many other articles.
months without
TERMS
if paid when due, if not
paid when dae to draw 10 pet
10 pet disfrom date of sale.
count for cash sums over $10.
5 pet discount on sums paid before Dec. 1.
ROCQUE REEDER, owner
White auctioneer
O.
F.
Schultz & Johnson clerks
Lunch, bring cups

Springer
ber

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Managen ent

Goo

Mosquero, New Mexico

1--

in-ter-

-14

The Courtney sale Wednesday was
Monday Sept. 6th is labor day
a winner and everything sold well,
be
W. G. Johnson was the auctioneer ano the business houses will
closed. We received the Governor
and Henry Krabbenschmidt clerk.

iu

Chinese New
jttomi.
On the occasion of the new year,
the Chlnee exrhmigp the greeting,
"Kung Hal Fnt Tsoy." miming "Con
Kratulatlons : may you collect wealth."
The word "tslng," men nine "hall,"
repeated by them numerous times.
During the cplolirntion of the new
year, all secret societies and guilds,
whose rivalry Is often very hitter, declare a "Truce of the Gods." when no
man may attack his brother. This
Is generally respected by both th
hunter and the hunted, who are glad
of a relief.
,
1

Proof That Quality Counta.
Bl8cho(f, the great Russian scientist
Ever Hear ef Air Fishing?
and naturalist, once said "women ore
An air fishing tribe of Igorots
Inferior to men because their brains
waa discovered north of Manila are smaller and lighter." But when
by a hiking detachment of United
that man died his brain was weighed,
States marinea. They fly
and found to be lighter than the averkites, with baited hooks at the end age woman's. So It Is not weight or
if the tails every evening about dusk, sire or sex. but quality, that makes
flail for bats in the air.
snperlbrity, as the presumptuous
proves. Exchange.

proclamation but it
to be placed in the paper.

Free Bath?,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot' in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

General Blacksmith

Tracing Origin of "Gob."
was thrown upon tlw
word "gob" by the Scotsman of August 4. 1890. which said that when fa
meeting of the coast-guartakes place
the men Indulge In protracted yarn,
a draw of the pipe,
and a friendly
chew. Such a session Is Invariably
productive of a considerable amount of
banter, as well as free
expectoration al around, wherefrotn
our friends came to be known as "gobbles" (from fgob." the mouth).
In
the process of time gob and gohble
came to be applied to the ships manned
'
by the gaba.
; "
'
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Bis-elio-

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

!

'

y
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E. Las Vegas, N.M.

came to late Will find

,

queer-lookin-

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

and
Machine Work,
AT THE LD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,
Prop'r
W4.

FOR

SALE

First MiMlonarles to Islands.
Excellent seed rye at $1.75
One hundred years ago two men
were sent from Torrlngton, Conn, to per bushel.
be the first missionaries to the Hawaii- Floersheim Mercantile Company
an Islands, then known as the SandTlie event
wich Islands.
memorated at Torrlngton.

was

com-
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at Mickey fc'loershiem's

Bargain

acres in cultivation balance
pasture with stork - water
this land lays in the best oil struc
ture in N. E. N. M. $25.00 per
acre buys it half cash. Terms on
balance. I need the dough.
G. G. Leach.
p3
110

For Sale
One Fordson Tractor, bought
1st of June 1920 and in very good
condition, through plowing so I
dont need it, also one good single
or double buggy, good as new.
Will give terms. T. 0. Scott, pi

good

For Sale
Holcstien Milch Cows all giving milk from 2 to 4 gal. a day
Have 3 acres of dandy sorghum 2 to 6 yrs. 7 calves and 2 yearcane which would like to have ling heifers $800.00 buys the
made into sorghum on 'share or bunch
p3
G. G. Leach.
by the gallon.
p2
Rocque Reeder Roy N.M.
Dr. L. A. Avery of Denver Col.
will open up a Dental Office in
F. H. Crowe of Almogordo was Roy the coming week and if bus-es- s
in Roy Wednesday. Mr. Crowe
warrants it he will locate in
did not state his business but we Roy. For the present his offica
are inclined to bel'eve he is fig- will be located in the Plumlee
Hospital.
uring On locating in Roy.v
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No greater outlaw picture
ever produced: See it

The Farm Pays Better

"BEYOND THE
LAW

When the farmer awakens to the importance of adequate
housing for himself and family, his stock, grain and machinery. Every dollar invested in building will give a
twofold return. The gamble is great enough ' at best
witheut being handicapped by poor housing conditions.
If you are going to build anything out of wood, cement
or brick, we can save you money.
s
Every courtesy possible extended.

in 7 reels at the
ROY THEATRE

ROBERTS & OLVER
Where your DOLLAR does its duty.
Roy, N. M.

Monday & Tuesday nights
SEPTEMBER 6 & 7
Prices 25 & 50 cems

Phone 19

NOTICE

For Sale
t
Irwscts Thit Hav
Life.
I. H. C. Mogul 5 Tractor eom-- j
1 have added a small line of Watches and Jewelry of the latest
Tlk'iv iiKMimiij ftfjjs nf mihiII insects
plete with
ih;ti :iiv liuiiliiiii; all tlic tinif.
Tlie
styles direct from New York and will add more from time to ing devise, and gas headlight, my of MtiiKtiiite. falling vvcjikly upon
ih sIiIh nf n re nr iipiín hm o!d ln.
time as I learn what the trade demands. When in néed of any- This tractor has been coinpietlyl fl! lrM"h in mfir.iv
-'
of
(.".'. muí
d
and is in.
class lie it If iTtNinin H()lilil- Ihroiiirli
the
thing in my line would be pleased to have you call. My goods condition.
Gaylord btos.
'rori'ii nlr lo:- a f(w nilniilfs tu'i'nro
I'jxslhly It is n tniardy
are all from the well known makers.
French N. M. o4
f
S!t-r-

12-2-

self-starte-

se!f-stee-
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'"r-iliMi-

C. E. HOBSON,the

Jeweler

Contracting and Buildiñg

'

custom in Russia.

lili ilioin ivIhmi tiioy are hrousiKi into
In' wni it! ton uo.iii. At any rale iliey
in no' .'lour'!! : tl cv ilo not male hihI

lrni:ist:ir.

ihi-i- r

I;!miI

when

("it In viri!er.

1

ir s

When you have anything in the building line to be done whether

it be lumber, brick, adobe or concrete, we want to figure with
you. Remember "We treat you right". "Satisfaction" i our
motto.

Better Than No Bath,
Bathing in the snow in a (utifmon

if h

'L tMJ

-

Ray B. Carr, Roy, N. M.
HART-PAR-

CITY MEAT MARKET

15-3- 0

6 plow Tractor

Dealers in all kinds pf Fresh and Cured Meats
We solicit a portion of your patronage
FOSTER BLOCK

R

ROY

Amble Power, Economy of Fuel
Simplicity of Operation
;,
Ease of Adjustment
'
Adaptability to all draw-ba- r
and belt work
Durability of Construction.

ANDERSON BROS Agents

hatched

